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By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Several volunteers have started a program to help Need Line have a consistent
supply of food throughout the year.
Don Miller said he has been volunteering with Need Line for some time and
'wanted to find other ways he could help
the non-profit food bank. A fellow volunJames Comer
Kentucky ag commissioner and teer, Dane Stewart. told him about a program called the Ashland Food Project in
industrial hemp advocate
Ashland. Ore., and they decided to
model what that program was doing and
customize it for Calloway County. Last
winter. Miller and Stewart formed a
group that also included Amber Stewart,

JI

Dr. Tony Brannon
Dean of the Hutson School of
Agriculture at Murray State

MSU may be part
of hemp research
if farm bill passes

II See Page 2

TERRY LITTLE / Special to the Ledger
Rebecca Geurin, left. and her daughter
Kaylee deliver bags to Need Line Saturday.

It came late,
but Kirksey
has its Day

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
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Amy lddings and Rebecca Geurin, and
they began planning it for the spring.
Miller said the basic idea of the program is that people can sign up to be
neighborhood coordinators, who then
will go around to neighbors to give them
green bags with cards inside listing the
items that are currently most needed at
Need Line:This way.people who choose
to participate in the program can buy a
few extra items while they are shopping
for groceries and put them in the green
bags. Miller said the neighborhood
aspect of the initiative is important
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For the time being, Dr. Tony Brannon is not too concerned with
the ongoing discussion on whether or not industrial hemp cultivation will be legalized in America.
Kentucky is one of several states vying for that move, with the
U.S. House of Representatives having already approved a hemp
aspect for the 2013 farm bill. If that is passed and the Kentucky provision survives,Brannon knows he will have reason to pay attention
as the dean of the Hutson School of Agriculture at Murray State
University.
"Anytime a legal and newly recycled crop comes up, well, we are
interested in how we can help," said Brannon, whose school, along
with others in the commonwealth, would be in position to be
involved in Kentucky's attempt to get back in the hemp business.
The proposal in the farm bill — promoted by Kentucky Agriculture
Commissioner James Comer. who has become one of the strongest
industrial hemp proponents in the country — calls for a one-year
study through state universities to prove that industrial hemp does
not lead to the same effects as the cannabis plant used to create the
drug marijuana.
-We certainly want to stay in tune to opportunities that may arise
and there would be a lot of investigation required there," Brannon
said. "The jury is obviously still out as to how effective this would
be and that's why you do research."
It would seem from recent comments from Comer that MSU
would likely be one of the places chosen to be involved with the
research.
"Muipy State has the top agriculture program in the state of
Kentucky." Comer said during a speech to the Rotary Club of
Murray last week."Right now, my children (both very young) are
not really showing any interest in pursuing agriculture. If that
changes, though, and they want to major in agriculture, I'd send
them to Murray State University. Dr. Brannon and his people have
done an outstanding job for many years and continue to do amazing
things with that program.Corner also said in Murray that the Toyota plant in Georgetown
has already shown interest in using industrial hemp for manufacturing parts for the automobiles it produces. Historically, industrial
hemp —not its 'evil cousin; as Corner referred to marijuana — has
produced rope. clothing and food products.
Congress is expected to decide the farm bill's fate in coming
weeks.
Hemp production was effectively banned in the U.S. after the
Cannabis sativa became associated with causing reckless behavior
and was regulated as a drug in every state; 35 also adopted the
Uniform State Narcotic Act of 1932 that was adopted by the Federal
Bureau of Narcotics. Later, it received strong public support from
President Franklin D. Roosevelt.

After having the original date
wiped out because of poor
weather in June, residents of the
northern Calloway County community of Kirksey were able to
finally celebrate their annual
Kirksey Day Saturday with various activities centered around
Kirksey United Methodist
Church. Clockwise from top:
Xander Kunkel, 2, of Kirksey
gleefully pursues some bubbles
in an attempt to leap up to pop
them; Jamie Lenki of Kirksey,
right, follows daughter Riley's
progress in a game of Bingo and
The Erwins start their set with
the gospel classic "The Old
Country Church" during a concert inside Kirksey United
Methodist Church that featured
several acts displaying their talents.
JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
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Daily Forecast
The National Weather Service
Monday : Mostly cloudy with
a 50 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms High near
82 Southwest wind 3 to 7 mph
Night: Mostly
Monday
cloudy with a 50 percent

Murray
& Calloway County's
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chance of showers and thunderstorms. Low around 70
Southwest wind 3 to 5 mph_
Tuesday: Partly sunny with a
50 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms High near
83 Calm wind
Night: Mostly
Tuesday
cloudy with a 50 percent chance
of showers and thunderstorms
Low around 64 North wind 3 to
6 mph
Wednesday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 78.
Wednesday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 57.
Thursday: Sunny, with a high
near 77
Thursday Night. Partly cloudy.
with a low around 57.
Friday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 80
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Multi-agency operation
results in several arrests

Rain fails to‘stop Make A Difference Day
Ur"

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

•

JOHN WRIGHT Ledger & Times
THE BOOK KEEPER: Chris Wooldridge sorts
his growing collection of books Saturday while
manning a station during the 93rd installment of
Make a Difference Day.

Staff Report
Five people, including two
Dexter. were arrested
from
As hea.y rain and lightning dominated the
as part of an investigaSaturday
Murray sky early Saturday morning. Bill Wells
law enforcemultiple
by
tion
pull
to
have
was really hoping he would not
in western
agencies
ment
the trigger on a most unpleasant decision.
Kentucky.
Rain by itself is not a problem for the Make
Kentucky State Police said a
a Difference Day recyclables collection drive
warrant was executed at
search
that Wells helped start several years ago, but
p.m. Saturday at a resiI
about
lightning means certain cancellation. So,as the
at 711 Burkeen Road in
dents
of
installment
93rd
the
of
minutes for the start
northern Calloway County.
this event drew closer, he made a phone call to
KSP said that, upon execution
a reliable source.
of the warrant, six ounces of
"At 8:15 (less than an hour before start time)
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III Rain fails...
From Front

TERRY LITTLE / Special to the Ledger

A few of the bags delivered by volunteers to Need
Line are shown after they arrived Saturday morning.

III Providing a boost...
will then bring the bags back to
the houses after the food has
because it helps get people been delivered, Miller said.
involved who might not necesAlthough the program is still
sarily be contributing to charity new, Miller said it has been sucthrough churches.
cessful so far and that the group
"This is not a church-spon- collected 1 .000 pounds of food
sored effort; this is a communi- for its first delivery to Need
ty-based effort," Miller said. Line on June 8. He said he and
"The whole purpose is to get the others who started the proNeed Line food on a consistent gram plan to get more housebasis. That's the important holds involved by giving prething, because Need Line gets sentations soon to the Kiwanis
more than they need during Club and Woodmen of the
Christmas and Thanksgiving, World. He said they also hope to
and then it gets real thin for get churches involved. He
them after that. So we're trying added that a woman at the
to balance that and get them Murray Calloway County
food on a more reliable and con- Senior Citizens Center signed
sistent basis as we grow."
up to be a coordinator and othEvery second Saturday of ers there asked if they could
every even-numbered month, bring the food there, so that will
the neighborhood coordinators likely be another avenue for
will come by participants' hous- growth.
es and to pick up the bags and
Anyone wishing to become a
take them to Need Line. They neighborhood coordinator or
get involved in another way
may call (270) 681-2296 to
leave a message. The group will
also be launching a website,
American
needlinefoodproject.com,
Red Cross
which Miller said' he hopes is
ready by the end of this month.
Every Donation Stings Hope

From Front

JOHN WRIGHT &edger & Times
SOMETIMES IT WAS PASSABLE, SOMETIMES NOT: A pickup truck, above,
plows through a portion of KY 893 (State Line Road) that became covered by water
Saturday morning after heavy rains fell east of Hazel. Two to three inches of rain
were estimated to have fallen in southern Calloway County, but the water was not
high enough to prompt closing the road. However, that was the not the case on
Brandon Road north of Hazel as this scene is what faced drivers just off of U.S. 641
with the road completely under water. This is one of several roads known for flooding in Calloway County, where many a rescue of drivers and passengers has been
required over the years when the water has reached this level. The Calloway County
Sheriff's Office advises motorists to "turn around, don't drown" when encountering a
flooded road, like Brandon was here.
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Neurology & Sleep Medicine
Fulfilling our commitment to specialize in you by providing and
increasing access to specialized, quality medical care.

Rachel Korson, MD
Neurology & Sleep Medicine
Providing neurology and sleep medicine specialties to our region.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital is pleased to announce Rachel Korson,
MD. as the newest member of our medical staff
Dr. Korson has joined the practice of Dr Jimmy E Couch. Neurologist
Specializing in treating conditions such as Obstructive Sleep Apnea,
Narcolepsy. Restless Legs Syndrome and REM Behavior Disorder. she brings
expertise and knowledge in Neurology and Sleep Medicine to our community. Dr
Korson is a member of the American Academy of Neurology and the American
Academy of Sleep Medicine

I told (Calloway County Director of
Emergency Management) Bill Call to
keep an eye on the radar for me for any
lightning that might be coming, because it
was still iffy. and I told him that if he saw
anything was coming to call me so I could
cancel it." Wells said.
Instead of having to cancel. Wells
watched about 355 cars packed with plastics, batteries, used motor oil and a Nariety
of other recyclables brave the rains, but no
lightning, at Murray State University.
"Obviously, he never called me." Wells
said."To have 355 on a day where some of
the county was getting maybe three inches
of rain is pretty good. It just amazes me
every time how people still will.me out
.
for this."
Wells, also the mayor for the City of
Murray, said he is also amazed that this
activity, started in 1995, has now reached
its 93rd installment.
"I figured we'd have two or three, honestly," he said. "This community has just
been terrific. Now, not too far ahead, is
No. 100 (which he said would happen in
March of 2015),so maybe we need to start
thinking of some special things we can do
for that one. To even be thinking of 100 at
this point, though, is a tribute to everyone
who have made this what it's become."
The 94th installment of Make a
Difference Day is set for Oct. 26. Wells
said that is when a large paper shredder
will be available and that is also when a
new feature will debut, allowing the community to bring old television sets computers for discarding.
Here are the totals for items collected
during Saturday's 93rd installment:
• Paper (including plastics and tin
cans) 20 tons
• Ink jet cartridges 896, bringing the
total collected all-time to approximately
39,500
• Eyeglasses 86 pairs, bringing the alltime total to more than 26,000
• Cellular phones 45.
• Used motor oil 100 gallons.
• Used books 500 pounds, bringing the
all-time total to approximately 40.000
pounds.
• Clothes 300 pounds
• Used prescription medicine 15 gallons, bringing all-time total to 387 gallons.
• Shoes 55 pairs, bringing all-time total to
1.581.
• Batteries 200 pounds
• Glass Between 1,500 and 2,000
pounds.

Calloway resident Steger retires
after successful career with KSP
Staff Report
A Calloway County resident is
one of six Kentucky State
Police troopers to recently retire
from KSP Post"I in Mayfield.
Sam Steger leaves KSP as a
sergeant, having began his stay
with the agency in January 1998
when he was assigned to Post 1
after graduating from the
Kentucky State Police Academy
the previous June.
Steger spent 1998-2001 at
Post 1 as a trooper before
becoming a detective and performing in that role from '01'06. He was promoted to sergeant in 2006 and assigned to
Post 16 in Henderson but
returned to Post 1 as a detective
sergeant after spending less than
a year in Henderson.
He finished his tenture as a
detective sergeant at the
Mayfield post the final seven
years.

Steger received three official
letters of commendation from
the state police commissioner
during his career. In 2001. he
not only received a commissioner's commendation but was
also named Trooper of the Year
for Post 1.
Steger graduated from the FBI
National Academy in 2010.
Prior to joining KSP. he also
worked for the Murray Police
Department.
He resides in Calloway
county with his wife and two
children.
Steger leaves Post I with Li.
Jonathan Grant. Sgt. Bill
Lockwood, Master Trooper
Clint Davis. Trooper Chris
Anderson and Detective Jerry
Jones, all of whom were honored in a ceremony in late July.
Their final day on duty was July
31.

DR BURTON R. YOI,'Nt-i ,X DR. RONNIE HOFFMAN

We are excited Dr. Korson has come to Murray Hospital. and we
are positive when you meet her you will be too

Famit8 Dentistr8

DR RACHEL KORSON S EDUCATION AND AWARDS
• Medical Degree - 2008
Loma Linda University School of Medicine
Loma Linda. California

III SOUTH 13111 ST - MURRAY,KY
270-753-1206

• Neurology Residency- 2012
University of Tennessee Health & Science Center
Memphis Tennessee

r

Acfcepting Medicaid
insurances.
and niost
Emergencies
always welcomc!

• Sleep Medicine Fellowship - 2013
Stanford University
Redwood City. California
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Dawn's Fitness,
MC Parks
combine to form
new program
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from rolling into a busy
vehicle
the
prevent
to
able
was
car
NEAR MISS: The driver of this
the sidewalk on the
on
rest
to
coming
barrier,
parking
a
over
rolled
street Saturday after it
Domino's establishment on
other side of a two-foot-tall retaining wall near the Penn Station/
other than Murray police
South 12th Street in Murray. No other information was available
reporting no injuries from the incident.

Special to The Ledger
County
Murray-Calloway
Parks & Recreation is expanding — and also trimming down
— with its newest program
offering, fitness classes presented in partnership with Dawn's
Fitness of Murray.
The Parks and Dawn's Fitness
are teaming up for a special
"Fall into Fitness" program for
September and October that
will work with adult students at
all levels of physical conditioning.
"We have been trying to start
a fitness program for several
months and it's finally come
together through our partnership with Dawn Therrell at
Dawn's Fitness." said Tab
Brockman, Parks Director.
-Dawn has a tremendous following already in Murray
through her Stronger U program, and her unique style and
workout allows students at all
levels to feel good about themselves, work at their own pace,
and still moving forward toward
individual goals."
The Parks will offer two fiveweek "Fall into Fitness" sessions - August 26 through
September 30. and September
30 through November 2.
Classes will be offered on
Monday, Wednesday, Friday
and Saturday at Chestnut Park
at various morning and evening
times to accommodate busy
schedules. Monday and Friday
morning workouts are offered
from 6-7 a.m. Monday and
Wednesday evening sessions

MPD officers Moore, Winebarger
graduate from DOCJT program
Special to The Ledger
Two Murray police officers were part of a class
of 26 total officers from across Kentucky to graduate Friday from from basic training at the
Kentucky Department of Criminal Justice
Training at Eastern Kentucky University in
Richmond.
Ryan Moore and Brandon Winebarger. l'oth of
the Murray Police Department, were part of'Class
446 for the DOCJT program. completing 18
weeks of training, which consisted of nearly 770
hours of recruit-level-officer academy instruction.
Major training areas included homeland security. law offenses and procedures, vehicle operations. firearms, investigations, first aid/CPR,
patrol procedures, orientation for new law
enforcement families and mechanics of arrest.

restraint and control.
Basic training is mandatory for Kentucky law
enforcement officers who are required to comply
with the state's Peace Officer Professional
Standards Act of 1998. The Department of
Criminal Justice Training provides basic training
for city and county police officers, sheriffs'
deputies. university police, airport police and others.
The Department of Criminal Justice Training is
a state agency located on the EKU campus. The
agency is accredited by the Commission on
Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies and
was the first in the nation to be accredited under
CALEA's public safety training program designation. In 2(8)6, the academy also became the first
law enforcement training academy in the nation to
be named as a CALEA flagship agency.

Hairstylist Lomantini brings Tour back to Murray
hair cut and 100 percent of all money County Executi‘e Director Kathy
Special to the Ledger
to helping
Patrick collected will benefit the Humane Hodge. His dedication
hairstylist
Master
know peowe
and
animals is amazing
Lomantini will return to Murray on Society of Calloway County.
his
support
will
Murray
in
here
At each stop he will do 50 haircuts ple
Aug. 23 to help homeless animals as
year.
this
again
efforts
of
marathon
(or more) in a I2-hour
part of his 50 States Tour.
Lomantini owns Lomantini —
began in
The Humane Society of Calloway' hair cutting. The 2013 tour
The Salon in Wichita. Kan. His tour
County has been chosen to be the Maine on August I.
Appointments are being taken at has raised close to $100,000 the
Kentucky stop on this year's tour.
Last year. past two years. For more informaThis is the third year he and his team ForThePets(ayahoo.com.
Humane tion on Patrick Lomantini and his
the
for
$1700
have toured the U.S. to raise funds for donors raised
ultimate road trip to help the anilocal animal shelters and organiza- Society in Murray.
We are so happy to ha‘c Patrick mals,go to www.barkaid.org or join
tions dedicated to helping animals.
help the the 50 States Tour Facebook page at
He will beat The Hair Studio in back in Murray this year to
https://www.facebook.com/pages/5
County"
Calloway
in
Murray on Aug. 23. For a suggested animals here
of Calloway 0-States-Tour/205448072856534.
$20 donation,he will give the donor a said Humane Society

From Front
crystal methamphetamine with
an estimated street value of
$10,000. along with more than
$16.000. and several firearms
were located in the residence.
After further investigation.
marijuana and various types of
drug paraphernalia, including
sets of digital weight scales,
were found.
KSP also seized three motorcycles. The agency said two of
the motorcycles were possibly
stolen, but their status remains
undetermined because the vehicles' identification numbers
were allegedly defaced. The
third motorcycle found at the
scene was confirmed stolen
from Marshall County in April
2012.
The warrant was executed by
KSP, the Marshall County
Siteriff's Department and
McCracken County Sheriff's
Department.
The five people facing
charges are:
• Jerry Mardis. 54. of Dexter.
who is charged with engaging
in organized crime, trafficking
in methamphetamine. possession of a handgun by a convicted felon, possession of marijuana and receiving stolen property.
•Jeanie Mardis,45,of Dexter,
who is charged with engaging

Saturday morning workouts are
from 89sty
hL•
(
Itr
mg to start working out to test
drive a personal training fitness
program for a short term obligation," Therrell said. "If students
like the program, and see
results, they can continue working with us or continue elsewhere."
The price for workouts two
days a week during the fiveweek program is $60. The price
for three days per week is $90.
Brockman said he hopes the
flexible schedule and reasonable pricing will attract many
people who have been contemplating getting into better shape.
"Dawn already works with
students from the beginner level
to the triathlete level in her current sessions. They are all comfortable together and cheer each
other on to reach personal
goals." Brockman said.
As an additional incentive, the
Fall into Fitness program is
offering interested new students
one open house free session at
any class during the week of
August 19.
For additional information, or
to sign up for the Parks' Fall
into Fitness program, contact
at
Therrell
Dawn
dawn@dawnsfitness.com, or
call the Parks office at
270.762.0325.

enluegracsa
Elcademoc of Dance
'Classes offered include 6allet,lap,jazz. and more
for studentcr ages 2-adur

out on JacetooA or call 970-753-5359 for more

270-753-1916

317 Chestnut St.• Murray,KY
(270)761-9727
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LET US HELP YOU STOP SUFFERING
AN!)START LIVING

NOW ENROLLING FOR
THE FALL SEMESTER!
'Check

in organized crime, trafficking.
in methamphetamine. posse*:
sion of drug paraphernalia. *
• Monte Beasley. 49.
Hickory. who is charged witlf,
engaging in organized crime,
possession of marijuana. trafficking in methamphetamine.
• Leonel Ventura Cabrera, 26,
of Paducah. who is charged
with engaging in organize()
crime, trafficking in metham-.
phetamine and possession of
marijuana.
• Elmer Chacon. 26. of
Marietta. Ga., who is chargel
with engaging in organized:
crime, trafficking in metham,I,
phetamine, tampering with
physical evidence and posses'i
sion of a handgun by a convict.'
ed felon.
The investigation continues.
Individuals facing charges are
innocent until proven guilty.
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Vivian Pauline Parker
Thomas knee Stom
Thomas Jerrett Mom.85. of Alm. Ky.. died Saturday. Aug. 10,
2013 at his home after an extended illness.
Arrangements are incomplete at this time.
The 3 H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Christine Workman
A graveside sen ice tor Christine Workman will be held Monday,
Aug. 12, 2013, at 11 a.m. in the Murray Memorial Gardens with
burial to follow.
Mrs. Workman died Tuesday. Aug. 6.2013.
She was born April 4. 1926, in Murray, Ky. She was retired from
General Motors.
She was preceded in death by her husband. 011ie, and her son,
Ronald.
She is survived by her daughter, Judith Fay Noll; grandchildren,
Deborah King, Jody Sengstock, Christal Workman, Daniel
Workman and Rene Workman; and four great-grandchildren.
Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.

Joe Wayne Walker
Funeral services for Joe Wayne Walker, 71, of Alm. Ky., were
held at 10 am. Saturday. Aug. 10. 2013. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. with Glenn Cope. Darrel Walker and Brad
Walker officiating. Burial followed in the Murray Memorial
Gardens. Visitation was held Friday. Aug. 9,2013.from 4-8 p.m. at
the funeral home.
Mr. Walker died Tuesday, Aug. 6, 2013, at
Baptist Health in Paducah.
He was a former employee of the Tappan Stove
Company and was also self-employed as a farmer
and operated an excavating business. He was a
member of the Flint Baptist Church.
He was born in Granite City, Ill.. on April 11,
1942. to the late Lowell and Zula Mae Lovett
Walker.
He is survived by his wife,Janette Tabers Walker,
of Alm°.to whom he was married May 7, 1960,in
Walker
.Calloway County; three daughters. Sharon Furches
and husband.Tripp.of Murray. Karon Johnson and husband,Jimmy,
of Murray. and Regina St. Clair and husband. David,of Evansville,
Ind.; two sisters.Sue Rose and husband.James.of Murray.and Judy
Mathis and husband. Tommy, of Aurora; three brothers, Gerald
Wpiker and wife. Rose,of Dexter. Ronnie Walker and wife, Wanda,
of Murray. and Billy Dan Walker and wife. Debbie,of Murray; five
grandchildren.!arm Bell and husband, Jon, Clint Johnson, Bryan
Furches. Jessi Giles and husband, Adam, and Tyler St. Clair; five
great-grandchildren; and several nieces and nephews.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: Flint Baptist Church
Building Fund.c/o Donnie Chapman,5000 Radio Road,Dexter,KY
42036; or Residential Hospice House. c/o Murray Calloway
Endowment for Healthcare.803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.

Vi'. ian Pauline Parker. age 79 of Benton, Ky., died Friday. Aug. 9,
2013, at her home.
She was born Friday, March 7, 1934 in
Columbus, Ga, and was a retired bookkeeper and
loving mother and homemaker. She was a member
of Hardin Baptist Church in Hardin.
She was preceded in death by her parents Alto
Floyd and Mattie Lou (Wilson) Floyd; her husband, Charles Morris Parker; daughter, Patricia
Yvonne Stockhaus and son-in-law, Gary
Stockhaus.
She is survived by one son, Clayton Parker and
Parker
wife Terry of Gilbeftsville; two daughters, Sharon
Wynn and husband Jimmy of Benton, and Jo
Humphrey and husband Greg of Reidland: brothers Perry Floyd,
Lamar Floyd and AJ. Floyd. all of Columbus, Ga.:, sisters, Louise
Perry of Warren, Mich., Joan Sparks of Opelika, Ala.. and Janice
Hill of Apopka, Fla; nine grandchildren and four great-grandchildren.
Funeral services were held Sunday. Aug. 11,2013 in the chapel of
the Collier Funeral Home in Benton. Rev. Corey Cunningham officiated. Interment followed in the New Zion Cemetery in Benton.
The family asks that memorial contributions be made to the New
Zion Cemetery Fund, 2796 Wadesboro Rd., South, Benton, KY
42025.

Cleo Enzar MC.) Wallin
Cleo Enzar(E.C.) Wallin,84,of Murray. Ky., died at 9:10 a.m.,
Sunday, Aug. I I,2013 at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was born July 28, 1924 in Tilton, Ark., was
a member of University Church of Christ in
Murray and the retired owner of Wallin
Hardware in Paris, Tenn., where he worked for
more than 35 years. He also served in the Army
Air Corps.
He was preceded in death by his parents Enzar
& Rilla Wallin; son David Wallin; sister; Annabel
Smith; and brothers Herb Wallin, Horace Wallin
and Sam Baldwin.
He is survived by his wife Bernice (Fuqua)
Wallin
Wallin to whom he was married Dec. 30, 1954;
one daughter, Lisa Wallin Patton and husband
Anthony Wayne Patton of Minneapolis Minn.;
son Tim Wallin and wife Hathaikan Srifa of
Murray; six grandchildren, David Wallin,
Michael Wallin, Briana Patton Maechling(Tom),
is)cholas Patton, Meen Thawainin,and Than Thawainin; and one
great grandchild.
Services will be held at 11 a.m. Wednesday, Aug. 14, 2013 at
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home in Murray. Burial will
be private.
Friends may visit from 5-8:00 p.m. Tuesday, Aug. 13, 2013 at
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home.
Online condolences can be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Kidnapped toddler found KSP reschedules teen driving academy
alive in RI housing project Special to the Ledger
JOHNSTON, R.I. (AP) - A 2-year-old boy kidnapped from a
Rhode Island home where police found two bodies has been found
wandering around a housing project in Providence.
The Providence Journal reports that the boy, Isaiah Perez, was
found unattended at the Chad Brown housing project Sunday night.
Johnston Deputy Police Chief Daniel Parrillo says the child
appeared to be unharmed but was taken to Hasbro Children's
Hospital to be evaluated.
The search for the toddler began after the bodies were discovered
about 5:20 a.m. at a home in Johnston, a town of 30,000 residents
less than 10 miles from Providence. Two men were arrested in the
double homicide and Isaiah's abduction.
Johnston Police Chief Richard S. Tamburini say be boy's mother
is one of the homicide victims.
-
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Telemedicine takes hold in Kentucky
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)- The expanding number of doctors offering appointments through videoconferencing, called telemedicine, is
expected to see a sharp increase.
The Courier-Journal reports telemedicine is seen as a way to help
deal with doctor shortages, especially in rural areas and especially
with another 600,000 people in the state who are expected to join
insurance rolls in health exchanges and or through expanded Medicaid
coverage.
A recent report from the Kentucky Telehealth Network says there
were almost 6.200 video-conference doctor visits in 2011.
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AP Photo/Dylan Lovan
A display of butterflies are shown at the Creation Museum in
Petersburg. The butterflies are part of an insect exhibit that is
one of many new additions at the museum, which presents
the Bible's creation story as historical fact.

Creation Museum
seeks ways to bring
in wider audience
DYLAN LOVAN

coming of people seeking fun
Associated Press
without a creationism lesson.
PETERSBURG, Ky.(AP)"That's what we wanted to
The Kentucky museum where see, because it will
bring in a
dinosaurs and biblical characbroader range of people in here
ters coexist has rolled out new
exhibits and attractions - and provide something for the
some with no religious message community as well - they
- to try to bring in new visi- don't have to go to the Creation
tors.
Museum,they can just come for
The Creation Museum has the zip lines," Ham said.
added a bug exhibit that would
Inside, at the new Or;
fit right in at a natural science Crawley's Insectoriu
m, brightly
center, an outdoor zip line
lit displays showcase hundreds
course and a display examining
whether the dragons of ancient of beetles, butterflies and other
bugs donated by a museum suptales were actually dinosaurs.
Since its opening six years porter. A life-sized animatronic
ago, the museum - built with professor who appears to be
$27 million in private donations working in a research lab tells
- has become an epicenter for visitors the insects are too comthe creationist message. which plex and varied to have
evolved
presents biblical stories from
over millions of years.
the chapter of Genesis as a liter"Isn't God's handiwork beaual telling of the world's origin.
tiful?"
he says.
The museum, just south of
Near
the entrance, a series of
Cincinnati, has long been criticized by scientists for dismiss- displays explores ancient draging evolution and asserting that on and monster myths from
Earth's age is in the thousands, around the world and asks the
not billions, of years.
visitor to consider whether the
Museum co-founder Ken ancient
people who told these
Ham said he knew when it
tales had actually seen
opened to big crowds in 2007
that new features would need to dinosaurs.
The new exhibits have gone
be added from time to time.
Total attendance since the open- In as the ministry's ambitious
ing is approaching 1.9 million. Noah's ark-themed park has
he said.
stalled, with about $13 million
"This was the end of our sixth raised out of a $24 million goal.
year, and we really felt it was The Ark Encounter
project,
time to do some significant
which would include a massive
things, which we had been
planning for quite some time." replica of the vessel, was
said Ham, who is president of unveiled about two years ago.
the Answers in Genesis min- but its opening has been pushed
istry. which owns and operates back indefinitely. Ham said he
the museum.
hopes the big boat can open by
Steel cable lines soar over the 2016.
rear portion of the museum's
The Creation Museum continproperty, part of a 2.5-mile zip
ues to draw plenty of vocal
line and sky bridge course
billed on the museum's website opposition from scientists and
as "a family-friendly outdoor educators who say its exhibits
adventure." Unlike the inside of are misleading and not based on
the museum, the course lacks scientific findings. They say the
any religious teachings.
new features are no exception.
Ham said the museum is wel-*a

Report: Fake officer stopped real police agents
LAS VEGAS, N.M.(AP) - Authorities say a man driving a
truck with police lights on top made a crucial misstep during a
bogus police stop in northern New Mexico.
Police say the two men he pulled over for speeding were real state
police agents in an unmarked vehicle.
According to New Mexico State Police, 26-year-old John
Shelton. of Logan, was arrested Wednesday following the sham
traffic stop in San Miguel County.
Investigators say Shelton had a pistol on his hip and told the
agents he was a member of the New Mexico State Police Search
and Rescue and a trained law enforcement officer - something
officials later discovered wasn't true.
Shelton is facing charges of impersonating an officer.
It was not clear if Shelton had an attorney.
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The Kentucky State Police has rescheduled the 'Drive To Stay
Alive'(D2SA)teen driving academy that was scheduled for Aug. 28
-Sept. 1, 2013 to April 2014.
Due to circumstances beyond its control and unforeseen logistical
issues, the agency is moving the date to April 9-13, 2014.
Applications that have already been submitted will remain on file
and bg selected first for the April session. Additionally, new applications will continue to be accepted through March 1.2014.
D2SA is an innovative program targeted directly at teenage drivers. Participants will spend four days learning skills that may save
their life, including hands-on skills in actual motor vehicle situations
combined with classroom studies. KSP utilizes skilled driving
instructors that take teen participants through a variety of obstacles
while coaching them the correct way to control a vehicle in different driving scenarios.
For more information about D2SA or to download an application,
please
follow
this
link:
http://ww w.kentuckystatepolice.org/hsp/pdf/2013/DTS A_Student_
Application.pdf
or contact the KSP Public Affairs Branch at(502) 782-1780.

WWW.111111111

Murray Ledger & Times tUSPS 306-7001•Murray Ledger & Times is a member of the
Associated Press. Kentucky NMI Association and Southern Newspapers Publishers
Asaartation. The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to news originated la Murray
Ledger & Times.
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Ladies of the
Oaks

CCMS SBDM to meet
The Calloway County Middle School SiteBased Decision Making Council will hold its
regularly scheduled meeting Tuesday. Aug. 13,
at 3:45 p.m. in the school's library/media center,
The meeting is open to the public.
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Veterans assistance available
Datebook
Kara Dunn,
Community
editor

Due to inclement weather,
Ladies of the Oaks golf was
canceled Wednesday. Aug. 7.
Patsy
Neale,
hostess,
announced that if weather permits a nine hole golf scramble
will be held Wednesday, Aug.
14. at 9 a.m. It is not necessary
to sign up. Pairings will be
made at the tee. All members .
are encouraged to attend.
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Veterans and their families will be provided
free counseling and assistance in filing claims
for state and federal benefits. Appointments will
be available Tuesday, Aug. 13, and Thursday.
Aug. 15, at the Paducah VA Clinic, 2620
Perkins Creek Road. To schedule an appointment, visit the clinic or call 444-8465.
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The Purchase Area Master Clothing Volunteers will present the
"Gifts From the Heart" seminar at the Calloway County Extension
Office on Monday,Aug. 19,from 1:30-3:30 p.m. All of the items in
the "Gifts From the Heart" book will be demonstrated, and each
participant will receive a color copy of the book. Pre-registration of
$12 is due by Aug. IS. Class size is limited, register by calling the
Calloway County Extension Office at 753-1452.

nnouncemen/
Photo provided
BRIDGE CLASSES TO BE OFFERED: instructors Jim Kallaher, Tom Wynn and Dennis Rose
review teaching aids in preparation for beginner bridge classes sponsored by the Paducah
Duplicate Bridge Club. Lessons begin Thursday, Aug. 22. at 6 p.m. at the Bridge Center in
Paducah. Interested parties may call 444-6882 for more information. Absent from picture is
instructor Ron Brockman.

TOPS meeting Tuesday at FCC
Murray Chapter #616 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) will
meet Tuesday from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are
welcome. For more information call Sheila at 227-1723.

Bingo to be held Tuesdays at KoC
The public is invited to Bingo Night, held every Tuesday at 6:30
p.m. at the Knights of Columbus.332 Squire Road, Murray. Please
note the building is a non-smoking facility. For more information
call Kevin at 293-7061.

Storytime Tuesdays offered by church
Immanuel Lutheran Church, 100 S. 15th St., offers Storytime
Tuesdays from 9:30-11 a.m. for children from birth to 5 years of
age. The event also includes music interaction, snacks and crafts
plus a coffee bar for moms,grandmothers and caregivers. Call 7536712 for more information.

Legion officers giving help
Bill Cowan and Mark Kennedy, service officers of American
Legion Post No. 73, will be available each Wednesday from 1-4
p.m. to assist veterans of Calloway County with the completion of
forms and the tiling of claims with the Veterans Administration at
the Legion Post, 310 Bee Creek Dr. No appointment is necessary
and veterans are served on a first-come,first-served basis. For more
information call Kennedy at 752-3333.

Dialysis support group to meet
A dialysis support group meeting will be held at 4 p.m. the second
Tuesday of each month at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Center for Health and Wellness. The meeting is open to patients.
family members or community members who are affected by, know
someone affected by, or are interested in learning more about kidney disease and dialysis. For more information call Tasha Mitchell
at 759-3080.

Widowed Persons Service offered
The Widowed Persons Service, for widows and widowers with a
common loss to come together for support and information, will
meet Tuesday. Aug. 13. at 12:30 p.m. in the small education room
of Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center,607 Poplar St.
For more information call 753-0929.

Library board to meet

'The Way Home'to be featured in Berea readings
Special to the Ledger
BEREA. Ky. - Constance
Alexander's spoken opera -The
Way Home" will be featured in
a reading at 8 p.m. Friday. Aug.
16. in the Jelkyl Drama Center
on the Berea College campus.
Alexander, a playwright from
Murray, created "The Way
Home" from a series of interviews she conducted with two
women from western Kentucky
who were fighting cancer. The
Berea reading on Aug. 16
includes an excerpt from -The
Way Home" in the voice of one
of the characters. Theresa
Flowers, telling about i stunning dream she had as she faced
the challenge of new chemotherapy treatment.
"The Way Home" is a spoken
opera. a play in free verse that
was developed from a series of
interviews Alexander conducted
as part of a radio documentary
series on end-of-life issues.
During that project. she encountered two women - one from
Murray and the other from Trigg

truck,
orcycie
)cation
day.
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various locations in Kentucky.
Alexander does not accept any
royalties for performances, as
long as presenting organizations
donate any proceeds to nonprofits-committed to issues like
women's health, the uninsured.
hospice and cancer.
Portions of "The Way Home"
are included in a new anthology
from MotesBooks entitled
"Scenes from the Common
Wealth: Short Plays and
Monologues by Kentucky
Women.- Edited by Shan Ayers.
professor of theatre at Berea
College,the collection showcases women playwrights from
Kentucky. Others in the anthology include bell hooks. Naomi
Wallace, Sallie Bingham. Liz
Fentress and Nancy GallClayton.
For more information about
Constance Alexander, visit
www.constancealexander.com.
More about MotesBooks and
"Scenes from the Common
Wealth" is available at
www.MotesBooks.com.

Moms Connect to meet Sept. 17

Special to the Ledger
BENTON. Ky. - Beginning
Sept. 17,-a new group called
Moms Connect will meet the
Cemetery seeking donations
third
Tuesday of each month
Donations for the maintenance of North Pleasant Grove Cemetery
may be sent to Margaret Nell Boyd. 84 Utterback Road. Murray. during the school year from 9-11
a.m. in the fellowship hall of
Note the change of address.
First
Missionary
Baptist
ECA accepting students
Church, 100 W. 13th St.,
Eastwood Christian Academy is now enrolling students in all Benton.
grades for the 2013-2014 school year. For more information call
Moms Connect is open to
753-7744 or visit www.ecamurray.org. The enrollment deadline is mothers of all ages.
The nonAug. 20.
denominational study will focus
on "No More Perfect Moms."
Donations needed for cemetery upkeep
The New Concord Cemetery is in need of tax-deductible dona- by Jill Savage. Financial assistions to help with the upkeep of the cemetery. Mail donations to tance will be available if a participant is unable to purchase the
Mac Coleman,296 Buchanan Lane, New Concord, KY 42076.
book. Supervised childcare
rooms will be available. A sugLBL GP open all year •
The Land Between the Lakes(LBL)Golden Pond Planetarium is gested donation of $2 per child
open seven days a week with various programs throughout each is appreciated.
day. For a complete show schedule, visit www.lbl.org/PLGate.html
First
Missionary Baptist
or call 924-2243.
Church is collaborating with
The Calloway County Public Library Board of Trustees will meet
Wednesday, Aug. 14,at 4:30 p.m.

HOPE Clinic for the group,
which is also affiliated with The
Mom Initiative.
Pre-registration is preferred by

4_ Rm. s

First Baptist Church invites the public to use its library, located at
the church on the corner of Fourth and Poplar streets. The library
offers over 13,000 items including books,CDs,and family-friendly
DVDs. Library cards are free and not based on church affiliation.
For more information call 753-1282.

000

e m ailing
jenn56093@ryahoo.com or by
calling (979)530-6843 or (270)
527-7615.
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SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE
CONTINUING THIS WEEK!
Clearing off for Fall!

HALF PRICE on everything in store!
Metal Animals• Planters• Benches• Baskets• Wall Decor • ALL Home Decor
„except Furniture & Letters)
Christmas Shop
Eat,

sriti5 Friesas!

Hours: Mon.,Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 10:00Am-5:00pm
641 South • Southaide Shopping Ctr.• Suite F & G • Murray, KY
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Turn your outgrown clothing, toys
and women's clothing into money!

Thursday
o , Aug.,
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CONSIGNING MOTHERS
.„ August 20-24
Henry County Fairgrounds
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Participate by calling

731-697-6771 or 731-644-1126
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or email ConsigningMothers@gmail.com
DROP OFF IS AUGUST 18TH!
Check out our Facebook page

Ra6Pbeety

416 Main Street • Historic Dow nom n Murray •(2701 753-0859
w:1-hr1SildRaspberryStore.com
wildraspOrmurray-ky.nei

The Bazzell Cemetery, located on Bazzell Cemetery Road just
southwest of Coldwater, is in need of donations to help with the
upkeep of the cemetery. Mail donations to Willis Sanders,8224 St
Rt. 121 N.. Murray. KY 42071 or call 489-2212.
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Jeff and Virginia Nix, of
Washington, D.C.. are the parents of a daughter. Josie
Kathleen Nix,born Friday. June
21. 2013. at Sibley Memorial
Hospital in Washington, DE.
The baby weighed 6 pounds,
15 ounces and measured 19 1/2
inches. A brother is Judah Wells
Nix.
Grandparents are James and
Brenda Nix. of Murray. and
Ken and Kim Windsor. of
Sylacauga, Ala.
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Home & Garden Decor -Wreaths • Furniture • Metal
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FBC library open to the community

Bazzell Cemetery donations needed

cie

County - who allowed her to
interview them throughout the
course of their illnesses.
"Their stories became interconnected i an amazing way,"
the playwright remarked."Even
though they never actually met.
they had positive impact on each
other because they were willing
to share their stories. They
became a'source of strength and
hope to each other as they
fought cancer."
The script was conceived as
readers theatre, thus minimizing
production elements. Actors of
any age can participate without
the stress of learning lines.
During a performance, cripts
are held in hand, and blocking.
sets, props and costumes are
limited: The focus is on the
characters and their stories.
"The Way Home- has been
performed around the country at
arts centers, community theaters, churches, hospitals and
universities
Arkansas,
in
Louisiana, New York, New
Jersey. Georgia. California, and

thir MAIN .51.

HAPPENINGS
by Annita Peeler

Another busy week at Hickory
Woods! After shopping and running
roost of our errands on Monday.the
rest of the week we played. •
We appreciate Rick Lamkin
coming out and doing his "Bible
Walk" with us. He shared his story
about his three trips to Israel and
pictures of the Holy Land. We are
looking forward to him returning
next week to finish his story.
Miss Anna Kate Brown came out
and entertained us this week on the
piano. We enjoyed it tremendously
and are hoping she'll be back to
play for us again real soon.
We also appreciate the
Mennonite Harmony Choir singing
for us on Thursday and Laura
Vinson on Friday. We are so blessed
to have all of these people that
come on a regular basis to bring
entertainment to us.
We are continuing to take pictures for the 2014 Hickory Woods
Resident Calendar. It was extremely hot this week while we shot one
of our outdoor pictures. We dodged
the rain but it was so sultry and the
ladies were dressed in long dresses
and hats. I think they were appreciative that they don't have to wear
that kind of attire all the time.
Thank goodness the styles have
changed to more relaxed and cooler
clothing! Only three more pictures
to go and the photographing will be
complete for the calendar. We certainly appreciate John Wright from
The Ledger that comes out to photograph and participate in the making of our calendar. We also want to
thank Ken Andrus from Oakwood
Studio for being so "patient" with
us FIVE WOMEN while we are
placing the models and "bossing"
him! All of OUT hard work will be
worth it when we see the faces of
our models the first time they see
theirselves in the calendar.
We only had one birthday this
week. employee Karly Lowe.
Happy Birthday Karly and many
more!
...Where priceless
memories are made.
Utterback Rd. • Murray, Ky
Phone: 12701 7594700 • 1408-231-5014
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Notice

Benefit Phinneis insurance, health 1,1,41r:ince

bro-

ker for the I'ity of Murray'. will :walla proponaln for
a Third Party Administration CITA, of the City's
I ealth insurance plan
Specifications as to the scope of services required
are available at Benefit Planners Insurance. &Ph
Main Street, Murray KY 42071 or can he obtained
by entailing henefitplanwnturray-ky net
marked "Proposal - TPA" and
roust be delivered Or, Benefit Planners Insurance Irs
I I:00 ant local time on September 1:4 201:4
Propos:1k are to he

I'M,- City of Murray and Benefit Planners reserve
the right tat waive informalities and
ind all proposals
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020

Notice

Notice

Practical Dental Assistant Training
Registration is now open!

First class is Sept 7th

2

,

This training course is held on Saturdays for
11 weeks allowing you to keep your present
job while you gain skills for a rewarding
career in the dental field
Information on the class, financing
options and Registration forms
available online at
www.sMilepaducah.cOm

LOST:
MANS
MSU 1967
CLASS
RING
(I'm in BIG
TROUBLE with
my husband)

PLEASE
CALL
753-8393
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

Lynn Grove
Let us help
you spread
the word Classifieds
'
.,
work!
, \/,
Call
.
7531916
to place
your ad
TODAY

Self Storage
270-519-0143
Cliff & Laura Key

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st month free!
.New Climate Control
Available
.24/7 Surveillance
West Control
Hwy 94 East
270-978-1400 or
270-485-6122

Online
or
In Print

WANT TO SELL
REAL ESTATE?
Licensing class
enrolling. Paducah
days or nights. 4Bwks.
Payment Plan.
Call or Text
270-223-0789
delorse&damstiyahoo.com

HEY YOU!
Read
All About'
It!

Visit MyMurray.rom for
Chamber $aver Coupons
from your favorite
businesses in Murray.
060
Help Wanted

subscribe to the

MURRAY

LEDGER&Ti\IES
i i lHome Delivery
.00
I 6 mo.
1 yr.

$55.00
$105.00

Local Mall
3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

$30.00
$55.00
$105.00

Murray Save-ALot is now
accepting
applications for
Position of
Meat Manager.
Apply in person.
No phone calls,

please
! Rest of KY/TN
i

PUT,Off

mo

$70.50
690.00
$120.00

mo
I I yr.
Cheek

All Other Mail
1
Subscriptions
1 mo.
$75.00 I
6 mo..$%.00 11
$145.00 1
1 yr....

Money Order

Visa

M/C

Name
St. Address
City

Mail this coupon with payment to.
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murrsq,KY 49071
Or call (270) 763-1918

0TH dnvers Local company leasing equipment &
dnvers to national account Late model trucks &
new trailers Drivers must be approved by
accounts safety director Drivers must be at least
23 years of age, no preventable accidents in the
past 3yrs no more than 2 moving violations in the
last 12mos & no more than 3 in the last 3yrs
Must have 2yrs of 0TH exp with 1yr refrigeration..
No DUI. DWI, drug or alcohol convictions No
license suspension or serious moving violation in
the last 3yrs Must pass drug screen & physical
by accounts approved physician & lab Successful
candidate that sign & complete a 5yr contract will
receive the title to their truck upon completion of
contract as a bonus
For more information call 270-293-3205

SPORTSMAN Anchor
Resort & Manna is
looking for
dock
hand/grounds maintenance Part-time, starts
immediately Call Rita
or Sharon
270-354-6568 for appt

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOR*
CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING
OF MURRAY, KY
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

753-9224
PLEASE LEAVE MESSAGE
NICK MCCLURE OWNER
SINCE

1993

THANKS FOR YOUR BUSINESS

MURRAY

Murray
759-2500
munayeyecare.corn
•Eyeglasses
•Contacts
•Eye disease
Dr. Kevin Adams

When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
v,ehpage at
murrayledger.com.
yl,11 Kill hi: redirected
to Johnetwork.corn.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this wehsite.
Howeser. as a national
v.chstle. not all listings
On the Johnet work com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
A: Times. Please call
us if you have any
1.11.1estiollY regarding
the Murray area
Joh Wows Thank %ou

SOMEONE with experience to clean & paint
apartments.
Drop
applications off at 108
N 12th Street. Murray
Bartender
trainee
needed to work nights
and weekends at family
oriented
Call
bar.
Cherokee Hills Ranch
at (731) 232-6045
090
Domestic & Childcare

Lily
Pad
Learning
Center has openings
for children 6 weeks12 years For more
information call
(270) 761 -LILY

Want to Buy

-ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump.
military Call Larry
753-3633

GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting.
refrigerator,
stove,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows
753-4109

Locally owned and
werated surer 1886

Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arransement Specialist

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

EMBROIDERY&
SCREEN PRINTING
IstiltS •Ras Mae Cp.Seem
Nes• atentell
nit Mum

TIS•7143
t5lIirts1*Murr2y-ky net

Want to buy hunk or
running cars and trucks
and junk batteries
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694
150
Articles
For Sale
8ft work table, refrigerator, range, 5ishelf
rack. All stainless steel
All 6 months old. Call
954-591-2808

Dining table 4 chairs.
Cate table 4 chairs 4ft
refrigerator display &
611 glass display. Call
954-591-2808

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
605 E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
Rome Furnishings

BRAND NEW PILLOW
Top Matress Sets Still
in plastic. King $375,
Full $175
(270)293-4121

2BR, & lot $11,900.00.
753-6012
280
Mobile Homes For Rent

1864May /rag:est
'elk
,
"Oa,
Cgm.foil2itPIfloI15tltrIr

In House Embroidery & Screen Printing

Always on Time & What you Ordered

with 12x12 addi
tion, 2BR mobile home.
$350 plus deposit No
pets Patterson. New
Concord area
270-436-6280
10)(60

3BR 1 5 BA $450.00
293-6116
NICE 2BR no pets
753-9866

320
Apartments For Rent

Bedroom
1
1
Bathroom, newly decorated apartment located in the Kirksey area.
most suitable for 1 person. Central heat and
air: washer and dryer
hookups; water provided. No pets. no excep$400
tions.
per
month/$400
deposit
required/1 year lease
required. For more
information, call after
7PM at (270)753-7463

1 bedroom apartments
locations
Various
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109

MATTRESS &
FURNITURE SALE
CARRAWAY
FURNITURE
& MATTRESSES
105N 3RD
753-1502

2 bedroom apartments
and duplexes Vanous
Coleman
locations
Real Estate 753-9898

BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set NEW in
plastic $195 270-2934121 Can deliver

2 BR/1 BA
on Wells Ext
$500/ month
293-0638

QUEEN size hide-aAsking
bed
sofa
$17400 OBO
759-5534

2BR, 1BA Water/trash
$425/mo
included
270-719-1654

320
Apartments For Rent

320
Apartments For Rent

360
Storage Rentals

Red Oaks & Live Oaks
Apartments, Murray. 1
& 2BR available. 6mo
leases. $100/dep special. 753-8668 (a m) or
753-8221 (p.m.)

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Duplex 2BR, 1 5BA,
large utility, with W/D,
garage,
$700/mo
$700/dep
270-227-1743
GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available
Call for your
appointment
today
270-753-2905
NEW apartment in
Hazel
$550 00/mo
plus deposit all utilities
included
270-492-8211
NOW LEASING
3bedroom Apts
Wel'accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711
1, 2 &

330
Rooms For Rent
Share my 2 BR home
in
Murray
Rent
$300/me includes all
utilities Call for more
details.(270) 227-6594
340
Nouns For lint
2 BR appliances, W/D
hookup. central H&A,
$550/mo 1 year lease,
1 month deposit No
pets. 753-2259.
(270) 527-8174
GATE SBOROUGH
Executive Home on
large wooded lot 38R,
2BA Large tiled eat in
kitchen, deluxe stainless steel app, large living room, dining/office
area, den with fireplace, master suite with
walk-in closet. Flonda
room, patio, 2 car
monitored
garage,
security
system
Lease. 404-313-1051

*Me Homes For Sale

Dexter area:
3BR, 28A. 2001 28x40
manuf. home.
Open floor plan. 1/2 acre

in back yard
549 900 Cali Brent
Evans 4 Rovers Realty
270-206-1650

lot fenced

1 BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr.
TDD 1-800-545.ta3.3
Ext. 283
ID Equal opportundy

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St At. 1 21S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
PREMIER
MIN1STORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
.We rent U-Hauls
753-9600.

Composting Prop. For Rant

Office or retail space
available 8-15 650sq ft
on121 By-pass, plumed
for beauty shop or set
up for small restaurant
$650/mo 753-6855

Air conditioned
40x50 SHOP
with office
mile South of
Murray
293-6430
380
Pets & Supplies
American
Bobta
Kitten. UTD on shots &
wormed
microchipped. Litterbox
trained. Call
(270) 978-6404
DOG
Obedience
glendhenmere com
(270)436-2858

Real Estate

All n-al iNtate ad‘ertised herein
• staled to thr Federal Fair
lousing Act. ,ahlth makt
,it
illegal Sr atikertise arn preter•
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2006 261
Camper
Large slid
6 Lots
space Ex
tion (2
(270)293530

1-270-97
All
Construct
struction
Mobile
decks 75
Nimmo

LAW:
Call

270-2
Hill
Si
Res
Co
Limn.

All

75
www.h

II

50 acres Hwy 80 near
Farmington $250.000
or best offer
(270)804-2795
460
Homes For Sale
3850 Kirksey Rd
38R 28A w/attached
garage 2100 sq ft
home in Kirksey KY
just
minutes
from
Murray.
$120,000
(678)576-2127
Brick Home 7.39 acres
Frontage on Hwy 80 at
Coldwater 2 BR 1 5 BA
(615) 971-4813

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Ri$erfield Estates.
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

410
Public Sale
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton. KY
270-705-4859
430

Motorcycles & ATVs

El
In

1995 Harley Davidson
Road King Pristine
condition
See
to
appreciate
$6000
OBO (270) 978-5593

Reel Estate
480
REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE Apartment building and duplexes Visit
rucholsenterprises net
or call 270-753-4109

Auto Parts

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch

Call 753-5606

119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

510

Free
Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Act Notice

mounted

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

92 GMC
wheel ba
RUNS G
PARTS!
0.8.0.
978-7136,

CLEA

430

Starting at S20

Calloway Cardens
Essex Downs
Apartments

2000 F15•
truck
R
Asking $3
759-5534

Late Kin CT&

Want to Buy
270
Mobile Homes For Sale

500

(270) 753-2411 • 201 S. 3rd, Murray, KY 42071

33 years of Dependable Service & Quality Products

270

BUYING old U.S.
coin collections
Small or large
270-293-6999

Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

140

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
for youl Part time positions available
[
Ell
Appliances
Apply at
Wee Care
109S 15th St
Danby Chest Freezer
Murray, KY 42071
$50 cash
(270)753-5227
227-1503
PAINTING contractor is
recruiting experienced
professional !Gurneymen painters Must
have 4-years professional painting experience
To apply call
753-6895 & leave voice
message No walk in
applicants accepted
EOE

cost.

Make it easier on family.
It just makes sense

308 South 12th

Apply online & view additional details at
www murraystatejobs com
Womenaninontres encouraged to apply
An EEO, M/F/D, AA employer

DISCLAIMER

- PREPLANNING Avoid inflationary

Eyecare Specialties

STATE UNIVERSITY
Full-time lob vacancies at Murray campus
Stockroom Attendant $7.56/hr
Accounting Specialist $13.19/hr
Accounting Assistant I $10.34/hr
Admissions Assistant II $12.15/hr
Administrative Assistant I 511.20/hr
(2) Building Services Technician I $7.43/hr

140
Full-Time Nurse
Practitioner or
Physicians Assistant
needed for grossing
family practice.
Qualified applicants
may bring resume to:
1511 Donelson Pks.y.
Dover, TN.Send resume
to P.O. Box 219 Dover.
TN 37058 or call
931-232-5555

, State
Daytime Ph.

060
Help Wanted

City of Murray Kentucky
Request for Proposal - TPA

t

060

Legal
Notice

Truck Tires - New and
Used
Sales. Service, and
Road Service
Fast Line Garners
500 Industrial Road
(270)761-0085

-CI
Mo

I

CLASSIFIEDS

Nturra, I.edger St Times

FOR SALE BY OWNER

The Floor Shop
Carpet re-stretch carpet, ceramic laminate,

GARLANli
RENTAL ,
"If you've got it we on store Ir

• Fn. 10 am
-Fn 9 a.m.
Mon. 9 a.nt
Mon. 12 p.m.
Tut 1p.m.
Wed. 12 pin.
• Thur. 12 p.m.

VISA

3 Bedroom, 2 Bath house on
Pottertown Road
$180,000.00

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St

753-3787

• MBC Storage- 1900 N 12th St
Lights. Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
-Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905
Brick House & approx. 8 acres
with barn in Aurora, near KY Lake.
3BR, IBA, C/H/A, 1 car garage

530
Services Offered

Used Trucks

92 GMC Sierra. Short

Home

f,

wheel base step side.
RUNS GOOD - NEW
$1,600.
PARTS!
0.8.0.
978-7136. 978-7008

CM*liaMtS
•CittO WWI

rinting

u Ordered
lity Products

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Removal
-Stump Grindin1

*Firewood
*Insured
(270) 489-2839

Campers

HALL'S WASTE
2006 261t Dutchman MANAGEMENT
Camper. Full bath
Large slide out. Sleeps • weekl. & special pickups
6. Lots of storage • locally owned/operated
space. Excellent condi- 759-1151 • 293-2783
tion. (270)227-3017.
293-2784
(270)293-9841
530
HILL SEPTIC
Services Offered
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
1-270-978-1204
& TRUCKING
Carpentry All lour Septic seeds
All

Construction New construction, home &
Mobile Home repair,
decks 753-0353 Larry
Nimmo

Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch

dger & times I air
ng Act Notice
te adserte.ed heron
o the recklal lair
,it
lothkil Take
Icerti•e an
lion or divrimina
Ilion
rill_
on Me. Am.
indicap, familial
ongm, or linenarn Muth preterMon,or dr•crimina
orbid disc nnunation
rental or ad%erteang
e bawd on factors in
o thc.i. protected
al lait
accept J11%
fOf real e‘tate i‘hich
Lakin ot the lark .‘11
c. beret's informed
fling. ackertNed are
an equal opporttiasseaance kithtdIr
,therteang require? \A.A tourkel
r)14.4k-

s Hwy 80 near
gton $250000
offer
14-2795

CLEAN CUT
LAWN CARE
Free estimates
Call Kevin at

Free estimates Hector
270-227-6638

ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service. 25
years experience. Call
Electric' Don for free estimate
4-2743426-5576

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

ome 7.39 acres
)e on Hwy 80 at
ter 2 BR 1.5 BA
71-4813

MINI
STORAGE
1114
11111

1

All Size Units
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units
812 Whltnell Ave.

753-3853

larley Davidson
King Pristine
to
an. See
$6000
iate
170) 978-5593

Auto Pads

McCUISTON
N(
t
C)
Replacement and Repair

270-293-1924
Free Estimates
Roofing Specials
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house like
it is our house!

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, I I

C.

James C. GaIllmore
WWW foECLLC NET

(270) 759-0890

D TIRES
7S3-5606
Ores - New and
Service, and
lervice
ne Carriers
lustrial Road
51-0085

trrern

.
Answer to previous puzzle

3

8

69

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
Will Clean Houses

Reasonable Rates
(731)363-6349

5
2
6
9
1
7
3
4
1 8

9
4
7
6
3
8
2
5

3 6
1 8
8 9
4 5
5 2
2 3
6 4
7 1
9 7

1
3
2
8
7
4
5
9
6

4
7
5
1
6
9
8
2
3
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Despite exercise spike in Kentucky, obesity numbers rise
Kentucky is continuing to overweight population.
Key to avoiding obesity: mix
struggle with obesity even as
people have become more phys- exercise, healthy diet
-Obese" is heavier than just
ically active.
t." according to the
"overweigh
the
in
10th
ranks
state
The
nation with 30.9 percent of CDC. An adult who has a body
adults classified as obese. mass index (BMI)of 30 or highaccording to Centers forbisease er is considered obese, whereas
Control and Prevention research someone who has a BMI
released in 2012. It is among 12 between 25 and 29.9 is considstates with an obesity rate of 30 ered overweight, as the CDC
percent or higher. Ohio is close defines the terms.
When someone exercises, he
with 29.6 percent. Colorado had
the lowest prevalence with 20.7 or she is burning calories, and it
takes a lot of exercise to burn
percent.
A report released last week by calories. A 150-pound person
the Institute for Health Metrics who walks 3 mph for 30 minutes
found burns about 160 calories. An
Evaluation
and
Kentucky's obesity problem average slice of cheese pizza has
isn't getting better even though about 270 calories.
Portella and local health
more people are physically
concur that while exerexperts
active.
Northern Kentucky women cise has great benefits, it's not a
and men are among those exer- cure for the overweight populacising more. but Boone. tion.
Healthy eating patterns comCampbell and Kenton counties
all show increases in obesity bined with physical activity are
what's needed to take off the
among both men and women.
said Lindsey House,
pounds,
cenresearch
t
The independen
St.
at
dietician
ter at the University of clinical
t
Managemen
Weight
Elizabeth's
Washington looked at a 10-year
period, from. 2001-2011. and Center in Florence.
"The mix has to exist," House
compared health trends.
She noted that her patients
said.
incredible
this
has
"Kentucky
rate of change in terms of exer- can "jump start" their diet by
cise." said Joy Portella. spokes- changing eating behaviors, but
woman for the institute. the physical activity is what
"Nationwide, people in general helps them centinue to maintain
are exercising more - but obesi- or drop more weight.
"The overall message is that it
ty rates are going up."
there is an increase of
appears
saw
stale
the
Over the decade,
an 8.7 percent hike in the num- physical activity," said Dr.
ber of men and 8.2 percent rise Lynne Saddler, district director
in the number of women who of health for the Northern
are significantly overweight. Kentucky Health Department.
Campbell County females' rate "People are getting that message
gain was the lowest at 5.5 per- and are changing their behavior,
and that's a good thing."
cent.
Saddler, like House. said the
Kenton County men ranked
highest of the three Northern report also serves as a reminder
Kentucky counties in obesity that healthy eating is an essential
maintaining
in
„gains, with an 11.5 percent ingredient
weight.
healthy
Boone
increase since 2001.
Kentucky
Northern
The
County women milked the highest of the three counties' women, Health Department tries to
with a 9.3 percent increase in the spread that message with cours-
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es and information on such dis- ment's open gym walkers proeases as diabetes, healthy gram jumped from 3,600 in
lifestyles and by promoting hik- 2001 to 5,600 in 2011. records
ing and cycling trails and parks. show. Step aerobics enrollment
increased from 253 in 2001 to
Saddler said.
Its 5-2-1-0 campaign encour- 355 in 2011.
Kramer said Campbell County
ages children to eat five fruits
and vegetables a day. limit in particular has less of a probscreen time (TV, computer or lem with obesity than other
video games) to no more than areas of Kentucky. Her observatwo hours, at least one hour of tion matched results of the
physical activity each day and research institute.
Increase in physical activity in
drink zero sugary beverages.
Saddler said the 5-2-1-0 rules parts of Ky. is 'impressive'
House. who works with surgiare as good for adults as they are
cal weight-loss patients, offered
for children.
The region's health depart- a few tips anyone can use to
ment also encourages better watch their weight:
• Increase intake of fruits and
food choices through the
which are primarily
vegetables,
and
Children
Infants
Women.
program by pairing farmers mar- fibrous and will make you feel
kets with families and offering full. The vegetables also are low
food vouchers for the markets' in calories, so you can "see
more" on your plate and eat
fruits and vegetables.
Saddler was also unsurprised more without gaining weight
that women are most likely to from doing so.
• Log every bite: People who
increase their physical activity.
She said women generally have keep track of everything caloric
been more receptive to changing they consume are more likely to
see the volume of food and
health behaviors.
The increase in the number of drinks they take in and cot back
women getting suffi ient exer- on eating out of habit or borecise in Boone County w s about dom.
• If you are overweight, get a
the same as Kentuck 1 as a
whole, which saw a 12. percent professional coach to help you
rise over the.10-year period. In stay accountable to your diet.
Campbell County. the rise was, People trying to lose weight do
greater, with 14.2 percent more better when they report to somewomen getting sufficient physi- one what, when and how much
cal activity, the report says. they eat.
Institute researchers remained
Kenton County saw an increase
of 8.5 percent of women who are optimistic about the physical
activity levels they saw in their
sufficiently active.
study.
director's
Kramer,
Penny
"Around the country.. you can
assistant for the Fort Thomas
huge increases in the persee
said
,
Recreation Department
Northern Kentucky is more fit centage of people becoming
which
active,
physically
than ever.
"This area is very active." she research tells us is certain to
have health benefits.- institute
said.
Director Dr. Christopher Murray
using
people
of
The number
Recreation said. "There have been very
Thomas
Fort
Department programs, for large increases in the last decade
example. has gone up signifi- in many parts of Kentucky. It's
impressive.cantly in the past decade.
departrec
the
joining
People

by Jacqueline Bigar

Horoscope

for
HAPPYBIRTIII)X1
Tuesday, Aug. 13, 2013:
This year you have many
demands domestically. How you
handle them will impact other
TRAVIS areas
of your life. A move, a
ASPHALT change in the family, a new
Paving,Seakoating
addition are only some of the
& Hauling
possibilities of what might
TONI'TRAVIS
occur. If you are single. some270-293-4256 one you become romantically
involved with might become a
live-in quickly. Be aware that
Brandon's
this person might not move out
Outdoor Service
as quickly if you want him or
Time
is back Full
her to. If you are attached, look
lawn mowing
shrub trimming
within if you're not feeling contilling, dirt work
tent. Responsibilities could be
buSh hogging
1270) 978-0543
weighing on you so much so that
you are losing your sense of
spontaneity and fun. Schedule
YEARRY'S Tree and
much-needed private time
some
Lawn Service.Licensed
you
and insured. Free esti- with your sweetie. Both of
will gain from these periods
mates, 436-2562,
227-0267 together. SCORPIO can weigh
you down mentally and emotionally.
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person's suggestion.

GEMINI(May 21 -June 20)
*** You know the toll of pushing others too hard, and once
more you see the impact of this
behavior. A close associate gives
you the cold shoulder. Push
comes to shove when you deal
with another person whom you
care about. This person has an
attitude that demands calls, gifts
and other tokens of affection too
often. Tonight: Know when to
quit working

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** You are the poster

child for transparency. You cannot help but show your feelings.
Caring seems to flow. A friend or
associate will bend more than
usual, but this might not always
be the case. Have an important
discussion. Tonight: Paint the
town red.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** You could be taken aback
by another person's suggestion.
In a sense you might find this
person a bit intrusive, probably
because his or her perception
hits close to home. A partner
The Stars Show the Kind of doesn't know how to respond to
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; your upset and thoughts
in.
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-sr. Tonight: Order
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
I -Difficult
**** Conversations are lively,
even if they are somewhat stiltARIES (March 21-April 19)
ed You might not know what to
**** Your intensity cannot be
say. A neighbor or a close relaparty
hidden. Even if another
gets an attitude at one of the
tive
has a one- or two-sentence conworst moments possible. Invite
versation with you, your fervency
others to loin you for a fun hapand passion come through.
pening, maybe this Friday.
Confusion might arise easily.
Hang out with a friend.
Tonight:
The more you try to clarify, the
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
arise
to
seems
more chaos
*** You cannot have a say in
Tonight Togetherness works.
every matter, though you might
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
like to You see a series of
**** You have a subtle yet events as a continuum. With this
your
strong manner that marks
perspective, you might not pay
actions.
conversations and
to some important
attention
Others know when you are sendetails, which could be critical.
money
a
ous. Confusion marks
Pressure builds, as a boss or a
matter. Tonight Defer to another
parent wants your attention.

Tonight: Leave the day behind
and join a friend for a drink and
munchies.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** You seem to be very
centered and know which way to
go. Others will follow your lead
and indirectly give you support.
Stop and take time to see the big
picture before making a decision. Tonight: Whatever knocks
your socks off.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** Take your time thinking
about an impending change. You
see a potential issue involving
funds. You tend to be less posi
five than a partner, yet you have
more insight into the negatives.
For this reason, you are generally more prepared. Confusion surrounds a conversation Tonight:
Let go of concerns for an
evening.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Aim for exactly what you
want. Listen to news arid consider how you want to use the information. You demonstrate the
ability to integrate different elements into a successful, winning
proposition_ Others respond positively to your direction. Tonight:
Find your friends.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Be aw8re of your limitations with a fnend or loved one.
Listen to news more openly. and
make decisions accordingly.
Honor a change that seems necessary. Trust in your resilience to
get around a difficulty. You are
on top of your game, even if you
fee! a little insecure. Tonight:
Others follow your lead
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Listen to news with a
grain of salt You are heanng
information that until now has
not been shared. Your ingenuity
takes this information and funnels it appropriately to create a
winning situation Trust in your

ability to grasp deeper concepts
Ton:gni. Lot your mind wander,
and follow its lead (within reason!).

BORN TODAY
Cuban dictator Fidel Castro
(1926): director Alfred Hitchcock
(1899), child Internet celebrity
Piper Reese (2000)
•••
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at wviw.jacquelinebigarcom.
(c) 2013 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
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COMICS/ FEATURES
Looking Back
Ten years ago
Mrs. Hazel Wainscott was pictured with her daughter. Rowena
Miller. her grandson. Matt
Newhart, her great-granddaughter, Pam Newham, and her greatgreat-granddaughter.
Violet
Kobe Newhart.
Effie Kemp. Vickie Crafton
and Louise Pool were picture at
the July luncheon of the
Christian Women of Murray.
Kemp spoke at the luncheon
about her mission trips to
Nicaragua.
Rachel Michelle Beane celebrated her first birthday. She is
the daughter of Tim and Treasa
Beane of Hazel.
Pictured playing golf at the
Oaks Country Club were Murray
High junior Micah Rayburn and
Calloway County senior John
Lee Fisher.
Twenty years ago
Parent volunteer Robbie Key
was pictured helping Murray
High School juniors Tracy
Pervine and Jeremiah Rayburn
prepare their schedules for the
upcoming school year.
Community editor Jo Burkeen
had worked for the Murray
Ledger & Times for 47 years.
She began her career Aug. 12.
1946.
Gloria Shull. Kathy Dupree
and Melva Cooper were pictured
at a luncheon meeting of the
Murray Christian Woman's
Club. Erica Rowlett was guest
soloist.
Elsie Williams was honored
with a surprise party in celebration of her 90th birthday. July 16.
Attending were Irene Humphrey.
Mary Boggess. Gail Gage.
MareIle Loafman. Jo Donch.
Emma Jean Cooper. Sue Vinson.
Debbie Sloan. Peggy Boggess.
Patty Ezell and Leslie Boggess.
"Pinstripe Suite." a play in
poetic form by Murray playwright Constance Alexander,

was being presented by The
Miniature Theatre of Chester,
Mass., as the final show of its
summer season.
Thirty years ago
Approximately $6,000 from a
Community Development Grant
was being used to help develop a
"mini-park" recreation area in
the Mulberry Street vicinity
behind
Wayman's
Chapel
Church.
Births reported included a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry R. Davis
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Glisson. July 28: a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Dale
Lawrence, Aug. 5; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. John James and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Dwayne
Craig. Aug. 6; and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Tim Holsapple, Aug. 7.
Forty years ago
Donna Humphries. 16. and
Jane Suffill. 14, were pictured
practicing their band instruments
in preparatiL for band camp.
Teresa Ford. 8. was watching
them practice.
Fifty years ago
Mary Beth Bane!)and Johnnie
Kelso were named as Calloway
County 4-H Queen and King at
the Calloway County Farm
Bureau picnic held recently.
Mr. and Mrs. David Thompson
are the parents of a baby boy.
David Trent, born July 19 at the
Murray Hospital.
Sixty years ago
Max Horace Churchill Jr..
Voris W. Russell. Max H.
Brandon. Bobby Earl Woods.
Philip Howard Murdock and
John Delbert Johnson left two
days ago for induction in the
U.S. Army. according to Local
Board No. 10 of the Selective
Service.
The Rev. S.E. Byler, minister
of Memorial Baptist Church, was
speaker at a recent meeting of the
Murray Lions Club.

By the Associated Press
In 1898. fighting in the SpanTixlay is Monday. Aug. 12. the ish-American War came to an end.
224th day of 2013. There are 141
In 1902. International Harvester
day s left in the year.
Co. was formed by a merger of
Today's Highlight in History:
McCormick Harvesting Machine
On August 12. 1953. the Sovi- 'Co., Deering Harvester Co. and
et Union condticted a secret test several other manufacturers.
of its first hydrogen bomb.
In 191 2.comedy producer Mack
On this date:
Sennett founded the Keystone-Pic.,
In 1813. Austria declared war tures;..Studio in Edentiale. Calif. .
on France.
In 1937. President Franklin D.
In 1867. President Andrew Roosevelt nominated Hugo Black
Johnson sparked a move to impeach to the U.S. Supreme Court.
him as he defied Congress by
In 1944. during World War II.
suspending Secretary of War Edwin Joseph P. Kennedy Jr.. eldest son
M. Stanton.
of Joseph and Rose Fitzgerald
Et A Et

Embracing same-sex marriage Replacement of both knees at
may take families some time once is good option for some
DEAR ABBY: Thanks to a
change in state law, my partner
and I can finally marry. Were
now struggling with whether to
ins de our parents and families to
our wedding. While they have
been respectful of us together hnd
seemed to love my partner. it has
become increasingly obvious that
they
don't
want to really talk about
our
lives.
Specifically.
our new right
to

Marry.

No
one
has said a
word to us
about
the
marriage law,
even though it
dominated the
By Abigail
news
for
Van Buren
months
before being passed in May. After
prompting. they said they support
our has ing the same rights, but
have a problem calling us married.
We are going to be married
and have.. decided to invite only
those, who sincerely support us to
share our special day. Because
I'm so hurt by their silence on
this. how do I tactfully let them
know they aren't invited to the wedding without severing all ties? I'm
sure we aren't the only couple
facing this new issue. -- NEWLY
EQUAL IN MINNESOTA
DEAR NEWLY EQUAL:
Invite your family to the wedding. Because they lose you and
have accepted your partner, they.
may wish to attend. Remember,
the concept of marriage etitiality
is a very new one and not every one adapts quickly to change.
Regardless of whether they have
a problem calling you married.
the fact is you will be married
according to the laws of your
state. And that's what is important.

DEAR ABBY: I started datDEAR DOCTOR K: I have
ing a wonderful man two years
severe osteoarthritis in both knees.
ago. We will be getting married
Should I have both knees replaced
in a few weeks and own a house
at one time, or separately?
together. He has been a wonderDEAR
READER: Knee
ful father to my two children. He
replacement is a major operation
loves them very much and the
and requires a hospital stay. Durfeeling is mutual.
ing the procedure. the surgeon
From the start, he knew I wantremoves damaged sections of your
ed to hase a child with him, and
shin bone and thigh bone. He or
he said he wanted the same. Last
she carefully
spring I became pregnant by accicuts the bone
dent, but sadly, had a•miscarriage
to precisely fit
a few months later. When I told
the shape of
him I was pregnant, he was not
the replaceexcited and made comments that
ment
caused me stress. After the misimplants. then
carriage. he acted like nothing
attaches the
had happened, which hurt me
artificial joint
deeply because I really wanted
at the knee.
that baby.
(I've put an
Now he says he doesn't want
illustration of
a baby anymore -- that he has
Dr. Komaroff the
procedure
changed his mind without even
By
on my webconsidering that 1 still want one.
Dr. Anthony site. AskDocI'm so lost. Please give me some
Komaroff
torK.com
advice. -- BABY MAYBE? IN
Knee
PUERTO RICO
replacement also requires a rigDEAR BABY MAYBE?: You
orous program of physical therand your fiance appear .to have a
apy and rehabilitation after surcommunication problem. Now that
gery. It's just plain hard work.
you know he has changed his
You need to be ready for that.
mind about wanting a child with
as well.
you, you have a right to know
Should you consider having
why. Discussing this with the
both knees replaced during a sincounsel of a neutral mediator would
gle surgery (simultaneous replacebe helpful before your trip to the
ment)? If you are in good health,
altar.
it's worth talking to your doctor
Because the agreement between
about replacing both knees at once.
you was that you would be enlargThere are several benefits to
ing your family. you may need
simultaneous replacement. These
to rethink whether you want to
include going under anesthesia
go through with the wedding. If
only once and a shorter total
that's the case, you may also need
hospitalization. You'll also have
the help of an attorney to sepaonly one -- albeit, prolonged -rate from him financially because
rehabilitation. This will allow you
you own property together.
•••••
to resume normal activities sooner than two separate surgeries.
Dear Abby is written by Abigail Van Buren, also known as
Replacing both knees at once
Jeanne Phillips, and was foundis also a good option if both of
ed by her mother, Pauline
your knee joints are in poor conPhillips. Write Dear Abby at
dition. That's because during
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box
recovery from the replacement
69440, Los Angeles, CA 90069.
of one knee, you need the other
knee to work harder. If the other

knee hurts when you place weight
on it, this will make it difficult
for you during physical therapy
and would also slow your recovery. To do well in rehabilitation
after simultaneous surgery, however, you need enough arm
strength to cope while you can't
stand on either leg.
Simultaneous
replacement
slightly increases the risk of blood
clots or heart attack. However,
such complications are rare. Still,
simultaneous replacement is not
for everyone. It is not recommended for patients with heart
or lung disease or people over
80. If you have significant medical risks, you are probably better off having two separate operations.
There are also benefits to separate operations months apart.
These include a reduced risk of
post-surgical infection and less
chance of needing a second surgery to fix problems.
So having both knees replaced
simultaneously surely is a reasonable option for many people.
You and your doctor need to
consider all of the issues mentioned above.
Personally. I'm under 80: my
arms are strong, and I have fun
using crutches. So, if both of
my knees had come to the end
of the road and needed replacement, and if I had no underlying heart or lung disease, I'd
probably choose simultaneous
replacement of both knees.
Whether you have your knees
replaced together or separately.
you'll need to actively participate in a rehabilitation program.
This will be a major factor in
the success of your implant.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions.
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor, Boston. MA
02115.)
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Hints From Miss
Kennedy. was killed with his copilot when their explosives-laden
Navy plane blew up .
In 1%2. one day after launching Andrian Nikolayev into orbit,
the Soviet Union also sent up
cosmonaut Pavel Popovich; both
men landed safely August 15.
In 1978, Pope Paul-VI, who
had died August 6 at age 80 was
buried in St. Peter's Basilica.
In 1985. the world's worst single-aircraft disaster occurred as a
crippled Japan Air Lines Boeing
747 on a domestic flight crashed
into a mountain.

Et L_t.JSqi)

I'VE EbE.EN JP FOQ THE LAST
FIVE HOURS WORRYING!!

A
WHITER
SHADE OF
PILLS
Dear
Readers:
Here is this
week's
SOUND OFF,
by
about jiescripTrb
medications:
"1 take a number of medications, most of which are white
— prescription and nonprescription drugs. There are a number
of colors in the rainbow. Why
not make many colors of pills so
that pharmacists and consumers
can better tell them apart? I realize that the drugs that are being
taken now need to continue to
look the .vanie. Pharmacy companies. please niake new medications in a variety of colors and
shapes. — Christine V. Salem,
Ore."
They do make many different
colored pills, and lots of different sizes and shapes. Ask the
pharmacist or your doctor ifanother brand is available that comes
in a different color. Keeping the
pills in the original container is
the best hint. — Heloise
FAST FACTS
Dear Readers: Other uses for

clean laundry-detergent caps:
* Put cotton swabs in one.
* Keep on the dryer to collect spare change.
* Collect dryer lint in one.
* Use as a scoop for birdseed.
* Use as a scoop for cat litter or pet food.
Heloise
MUSTY SEWING MACHINE
Dear Heloise: 1 recently purchased an antique sewing machine.
I love the machine, but the case
has a gosh-awful. musty smell. I
opened the case and put it in the
garage to air out. How do I get
rid of that musty odor? — Becky,
via email
Oh, how cool! 1 have my motherly Singer sewing machine from
about 1948. It still works. and
the case did smell musty. There
are a couple of things you can
try. Sprinkle baking soda into the
case. (Baking soda is a great
odor neutralizer and will help
remove the smell). Then stuff the
case with newspaper to help
absorb the odor.
You also can try wiping the
inside with plain-white or applecider vinegar, or use a "fabric
spray." Baking soda is a great
household product to keep around.
It can help deodorize many things
in the home. I have a pamphlet

with all my favorite hints using
baking soda. To order, send $5
and a long, self-addressed,
stamped (66 cents) envelope to:
Heloise/Baking Soda. PO. Box
795001, San Antonio, 7X 782795001. Did you spill something in
the trunk of your car that left
an odor? Sprinkle baking soda
over the carpet, leave for a few
days then vacuum it up. — Heloise
CHAIR COVERS
Dear Heloise: I have some
folding chairs that need to be
stored in the living room. I made
some fabric covers that fit snugly over them. They are the same
color as the walls, so you hardly even notice that they are there.
— Christine in Salem. Ore.
Here's another hintfrom Christine:
STAIN SPOT
I have some yellow bath towels that stain easily. Even after
using eye-makeup remover, my
makeup does not all come off.
When I am showering. I wipe
my eyes near the tag. When it
is time to wash the towels. 1
know that there is only one place
to check for stains.
(02013 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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IF FARMER PETE DRIVES
SEVEN MILES TO VISIT
446 FIRST SISTER—

WHAT'S
THAI?!
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TO V1517 146
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THIRD SISTER.-
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Green stone
Fundamentals
Barber's tool
Court sport, in slang
Scent
Hawaiian hello
Coercion
— Abner
Pub pints
Attractively old-fashioned
In medias —
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Lathered up
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U.S. WOMEN'S AMATUER GOLF

Emma Talley wins US Women's Amateur
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LEROY BURNELUAP PHOTO
Alabama's Emma Talley holds the Robert Cox Trophy
after winning the U.S. Women's Amateur Championship
golf tournament, Sunday.

Defense
holds
strong in
first
scrimmage
MSU Sports Information
After mother nature delayed
the start of practice tor over
five hours, the Murray State
football team took to the field
for their first scrimmage of the
season Saturday afternoon at
Stewart Stadium.
The team took the field
amidst sunny skies and went
through individual w‘rk for
about 30 minutes. The team
sent through their normal
drills before turning to special
teams.
The scrimmage began with a
The
3rd-and-short period.
first
couple
a
up
offense picked
downs, but the defense
responded in a big way by getting "interceptions on back-toback plays from Darian
Yahyavi and Darrell Smith.
Brandon Wicks collected the
third interception for the
defense two series later.
On the first series of drives.
Parks Frazier led the offense
down the field. He connected

MSU SOCCER

8

27

Gold beats
Blue 3-1 in
scrimmage
Despite heavy rain in the
morning,the annual Murray State
women's soccer Bli.e/Gold
Scrimmage went on as scheduled
on Saturday after a last minute
move to the Paducah Regional
Sports Plex indoor facility.
However,the rain did not dampen
the competitive spirit of either
side, as the Gold team edged out
a3-1 victory.
Because of the change in
venue, the format of the scrimmage was alteredsas well. Instead
of the traditional II-player teams
and two 45-minute halves, the
match consisted of seven-player
teams and three 15-minute periods.
After just a week of practice
together, the first period of the
scrimmage was spent feeling out
the other team, as well as getting
a feel for their teammates. While
each team took shots in the opening stanza, neither team was able
to convert.
In the second period, it looked
like it would be more of the same
as the match was still a scoreless
II See SOCCER, 10A

"The good thing about that
much the biggest thing there is,"
Talley said. "I do know that I was she was making shots,"
have friends who are Alabama Talley said. "I hardly did anything
athletes who've been following wrong. I just had to keep playing
my game because I knew it wasme and watching on TV."
n't
over at all."
the
to
become
was
vying
Feng
Talley struggled with the putfirst Chinese-born player to win a
ter early on. She three-putted four
USGA title.
Talley looked as if she had of her first 10 holes, yet only
gained control of the match at the trailed by a hole.
Talley got things going on perend of the morning 18 after
birdies on the 17th and 18th holes haps the club's trickiest hole, the
left her I up at the lunch break. par-3 11th reverse redan where
She extended that lead when play Sam Snead once made a 13 in a
her
resumed with a birdie on the sec- 1937 tournament. Talley put
the
right
of
bunker
a
In
tee
Sitot
ond hole atiitinoved to 3 up on
deftly chipped to
Feng's bogey on the par-4 fourth. green, then
10 feet and made the putt to
Just as quickly as Talley about
the match. Feng landed in
square
moved in front. Feng caught up
on the par 3's other side
bunker
a
and tied things with birdies on the
needed two shots to make the
and
fifth and sixth holes and Talley's
green.
botched chip on No. 7 that led to
•See TALLEY, 10A
a bogey.

PGA CHAMPIONSHIP

MHS GOLF

Dufner wins 1st major

Boone
places 3rd
at Paducah
Tilghman
Invitational

MSU FOOTBALL

II See FOOTBALL, 10A

ieners

the gallery cheering her on
throughout the match. Meadow
carried a sign, "Go Emma. Roll
CHARLESTON, S.C. (AP) Tide," throughout the 36 holes.
And Talley needed all the sup— Emma Talley gave the
Southeastern Conference some- port she could get, squandering a
three-up lead early in the afterthing else to shout about.
The rising Alabama sopho- noon round. But Talley took the
more won the U.S. Women's lead for good with a birdie on the
Amateur on Sunday, beat Yueer 10th hole, the 28th of the match.
Cindy Feng 2 and 1 at the and didn't let Feng back in front.
Talley finished the match
Country Club of Charleston.
the 17-year-old Feng conwhen
were
You
everybody.
"Thanks
all awesome and 'Roll Tide,'" she ceded par on the par-3 17th,then
told the crowd after closing out missed a 6-footer for a par that
Feng on the next-to-last hole in would've sent the match to the
36th hole. She'll bring the winthe 36-hole final.
The 19-year-old Talley, from ner's medal and her new title back
Princeton. Ky.. had a "Big Al" to campus this fall and hopefully
mascot headcover. the Crimson make an impact on the school's
Tide's script "A" logo on her fanbase. which has its sights set
shoes and coach Mic Potter and on a third national football crown.
"Football at Alabama is pretty
teammate Stephanie Meadows in
PETE IACOBELLI
AP Sports Writer

DOUG FERGUSON
AP Golf Writer
PITTSFORD, N.Y. (AP) —
Jason Dufner finally cracked a
smile, and gave a slight pump of
the fist, saving all that emotion
for a big occasion.
PGA
the
won
He
Championship.
Dufner played the kind of golf
that wins majors Sunday with a
steady diet offairways and greens
that made it too tough for Jim
Furyk or anyone else to catch
him. Making bogeys on the last
two holes at Oak Hill, Dufner
closed with a 2-under 68 to capture his first major and atone for a
meltdown two years ago in
Atlanta.
"It's been a tough day. It was a
long day. Tough golf course."
Dufner said. "It probably hasn't
hit me yet. I can't believe this is
happening to me.... I just decided
that I was going to be confident
and really put my best foot forward and play aggressive and try
to win this thing. I vtlitsh't going to
just kind of play scared or soft.
"I'm happy to get the job done.
It's a big step in my career."
Dufner was9't sure he would
get another chance after the 2011
PGA Championship, when he
blew a four-shot lead with four
holes to play and lost in a playoff
to Keegan Bradley. He wasn't
about to let this one get away.
Dufner won by playing a brand of
golf that matches the expression
on his face. It wasn't exciting,and
it didn't need to be.
The turning point at Oak Hill
was the final two holes — on the
front nine. Dufner made a short
birdie on the eighth hole to take a
one-shot lead, and Furyk made
bogey on the ninth hole to fall
two shots behind. Furyk, a 54hole leader for the second time in
as many years in a major,couldn't
make up any ground with a procession of pars along the back
nine. He finally made a 12-foot
birdie putt on the 16th, but only
after Dufner spun back a wedge

The Tigers and Lady Tigers
battled through rainy conditions
at the Paducah Tilghman
Invitational Saturday.
James Boone placed thrid
overall,shooting an even par 71.
Preston English shot a 75,
Logan Smart finished with an
80, Paxton James ended with an
86 and Carver Lawson shot a 93.
On the girls side Sarah
•See GOLF, 10A

MLB: CARDS 8,
CUBS 4

JULIO CORTEZ / AP PHOTO
hip golf
Jason Dufner kisses the Wanamaker Trophy after winning the PGA Champions
finDufner
N.Y.
Pittsford,
in
2013,
11,
tournament at Oak Hill Country Club, Sunday, Aug.
victory.
the
ished Sunday with a 2-under 68 to seal
two shots on the 13th hole and lose hope. those he still closed
to 18 inches for a sure birdie.
was poised to make a run until his with a 70 and tied for eighth. his
the
on
bogey
made
Furyk also
in a major this year.
last two holes,taking two chips to tee shot settled on a divot hole in first top 10
tted for bogey
two-pu
Dufner
that
chunked
He
fairway.
14th
the
coming
and
reach the 17th green
about 10 feet
from
18th
the
on
and
bunker
up short into mangled rough short flip wedge into a
Furyk as if
with
hands
shook
and
70
a
with
closed
and
bogey
made
he
all
of the 18th green. where
a business
completed
just
had
he
last
could do was hack it onto the to finish alone in third. In his
wife.
his
hugged
He
deal.
majors
two
—
tournaments
three
to
green. Furyk closed with a 71
and a World Golf Championship Amanda.and gave her love tap on
finish three shots behind.
the cameras rolling.,
Dufner finished at 10-under — Stenson has two runner-ups the tush with
if he had ever been
Asked
third.
a
and
the
than
better
shots
four
270,
Jonas Blixt. another Swede, nervous, she replied. "If he has
lowest score at Oak Hill in five
had a 70 and finished fourth. been, he's never told me."
also
Nicklaus
Jack
majors.
previous
Among the first to greet
PGA Masters champion Adam Scott
1980
the
won
was Bradley, who beat
Dufner
and
move
of
serious
a
made
never
274.
Championship at
PGA playoff at Atlanta
the
in
him
Defending
fifth.
Henrik Stenson, trying to shot 70 to tie for
the "Dufnering"
behind
was
and
made
McIlroy
Rory
champion
a
win
to
become the first Swede
to
hole
men's major title, pulled within triple bogey on the fifth
•See PGA, 10A

Cardinals
avoid
sweep, top
Cubs 8-4
R.B. FALLSTROPA
AP Sports Wnter
ST. LOUIS (AP) — For the
first time in a while, the St. Louis
Cardinals had good reason to use
their closer. After such a-long wait
between pressure situations,
Edward Mujica did not let anybody down.
Mujica converted his first save
chance in 18 games, working the
last two innings in an 8-4 victory
over the Chicago Cubs that ended
II See CARDS,10A

NASCAR

Kyle Busch wins at Watkins Glen
deep breath. Whew!" said that's the code you live your life
out
Busch, who also was victimized by. If I was going to take
wreckbeen
have
would
it
Kyle,
two years ago while leading on a
ing in my mind,and there's a disWATKINS GLEN, N.Y.(AP) green-white-checkered finish
difference."
tinct
just
was
"I
third.
— There was no slipup on the and finished
Racing can be all about luck
figure
and
in
all
it
take
to
trying
Kyle
final, lap this time, so
sometimes. and Busch couldn't
Busch's victory celebration at it all out. The last couple of years get much luckier than he was on
Watkins Glen International was here have been tough, and today this day.
it could have been tough again."
as sweet as it gets.
Polesitter Marcos Ambrose
Keselowski finished second
Bumped aside a year ago by
dominated the race, leading 51
Brad Keselowski on the final lap in this race for the third straight laps. but his good fortune — he
on
as they sped around an oil-cov- time, and challenged Busch
was seeking his third straight
ered track, Busch held the reign- the final lap, pulling to his rear Cup win at The Glen — finally
ing Sprint Cup champion at bay bumper at one point. There was ran out just past the halfway
point of the 90-lap race.
on a two-lap dash to the check- no bump this time.
"We had a shot at it,"
Crew chief Dave Rogers was
ered flag Sunday.
Busch kept his foot on the Keselowski said. "I was going to planning to have Busch pit on
accelerator a tad longer than have to wreck him to really get lap 60,but his crew noticed fluid
usual during his postrace it, and I didn't want to do that. on the track and brought the No.
burnout', even sticking half his There's racing and there's wreck- 18 Toyota in a lap early. Busch
body out the window while ing. Those are two different was in the pits when a caution
flew and Ambrose had to pit
smoke swirled all around and the things.
a
them
defines
"Everybody
tires kept churning.
See NASCAR, 10A
"A big sigh of relief, just a little differently, and 1 guess
JOHN KEKIS
AP Sports Writer

MEL EVANS /AP PHOTO
Victory Lane after
in
celebrates
center,
Busch.
Kyle
Driver
winning a NASCAR Sprint Cup Series auto race, at The
Glen Sunday.
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II Soccer...

III Cards...

"I think the girls are playing
very hard and are very, very competitive," said Acreman. "We
Sponsored by
have
worked purely on defending
Stuart Alexander
over the last three days,so that is
1702 Hwy 121 NOf t n Bypass
really what I was focusing on. I
Murray. Kentucky
rciii
think their commitment to
1270)753-4703
defending has improved, but
still think that we need to transition a little quicker when we don't
MLB
N Y Mets (Melia 1 -1) at LA Dodgers
have the ball and that needs to
NATIONAL LEAGUE
(Nolasco 8-91 10 10 p m
really sharpen up. But I was realMuncie)
,
Cincinnati 3 San Diego 2 13 innings
ly seeing some good stuff, espeTuesday
Atlanta 9 Miami 4
San Francisco at Washington 705 p m
cially
some of the stuff we have
St LOUIS 8 Chicago Cubs 4
Philadelphia at Atlanta 7 10 p m
already worked on."
Baltimore 10 San Francisco 2
Cincinnati at Chicago Cubs 805 p m
Seattle 2 Milwaukee 0
Milwaukee at Texas 8 05 p m
Despite the positives being
N Y Mets 9 Arizona 5
Miami at Kansas City 8 10 p m
taken away from Saturday.
Colorado 3 Pittsburgh 2
Pittsburgh at St Louis 8 15 p m
Washington 6 Philadelphia 0
Acreman says she is in no hurry
San Diego at Colorado 840 pm
Baltimore at Anzona 940 pm
to name a first Xl.
Today
NY Mets at L A Dodgers 10 10 p m
"We just have to be a little
Philadelphia (Harnels 4-13) at Atlanta
(Tehe(an 9-5) 7 10 p m
careful of not (naming a first XII
Cincinnati (Latos 11-31 at Chicago Cubs
too early, so we are not missing
(T Wood 7-8) 8 05 p m
Miami (Koehler 3-7) at Kansas City
anyone," said Acreman. "1 think
(W Davis 5-9) 8 10 p m
it takes freshmen a little bit of
Diego
(Volguez
8-9)
at
Colorado
San
time to get acclimatized to what
(Chacin 10-6) 8 40 p m
Baltimore (Feldman 2-31 at Anzona
we do and then to get their confi(Miley 9-8) 9 40 p m
dence up. We have made a decision as a staff, that we are really
going to watch these next few
•
Talley...
training sessions and give these
young ones some times to blosmatch.
From Page 9A
som
here. We want some experiTalky
struck
a final time on
Feng regained the lead a hole
ence in our lineup, but it still kind
the
18th.
her
approaching
finishlater when her approach to the
of up for grabs."
par-4. 12th finished about 2 feet ing about 5 feet past for a birdie.
On Friday, the Racers will
Both
Talley
and
Feng have
from the flag for a birdie.
travel
to Chattanooga for the first
Another stellar bunker shot by spots in next year's U.S. Women's
of
two
exhibition matches. Kick
Talky to about 6 feet past — she Open at Pinehurst. N.C., as long
off from Finley Stadium in
had her the blade of her wedge as they don't turn pro. Feng,
Chattanooga is set for 9 a.m.
almost total parallel to the sand though, has signed up for LPGA
CDT. A week from Tuesday on
— led to another birdie on the Tour qualifying school with the
Both goalkeepers shined in the August 20. MSU will return to
hope ofjoining the tour.
14th hole to again tie the match.
match, as each got ample oppor- Cutchin Field to closeout the preTalley closed the morning
Talley hopes to play profes- tunity to prove
themselves. season with an exhibition match
round with two straight birdies on sionally one, too. Right now, she Lawrence
finished with an unof- against Southern Indiana that is
the 17th and 18th shots for a 1 up can't %Alt to get back to school. "I ficial tally of
13 saves for Gold. scheduled for 3 p.m.
lead at the break. She got inside do want to go pro," she said."But while Haberman
unofficially had
The 2013 Murray State soccer
of Feng's 12-footer on the par-3 right now. I just love college too eight for Blue.
season will officially get under17th for a birdie that tied the much."
After the match, head coach way on August 23 when the
Beth Acreman talked about the Racers travel to Evansville for
positives that were taken away their regular season opener. That
from the scrimmage.
game is set to start at 6 p.m.
for something far more important
From Page 9A
—
major
champion.
craze from earlier this year.
Football...
Dufner became the sixth play- •
Dufner went to an elementary
school in Dallas as part of a char- er to win a major with a round of From Page 9A
The defense stiffened from
ity day for the Byron Nelson 63, joining Tiger Woods, Greg with Jesse
that
point and did not allow the
Blackburn to pick
Floyd,
Classic. A photo was taken of Norman, Raymond
offense
to reach the endzone on
up a first down, but a pair of
Dufner slumped against the wall Nicklaus and Johnny Miller.
the
next
seven drives. Cedric
He is the third first-time major incompletions turned the ball
in the classroom next to the chilJones
one of the drives
ended
dren, his eyes glazed over, as the champion of the year. and the over on downs in the redzone.
with an interception on a 3rdteacher taught them about relax- 15th champion in the last 19
The offense got into the endand-long.
ation and concentration tech- majors who had never won the
zone on their next series as KD
The team will meet on
niques.
,
big one. Woods is responsible for
The pose was mimicked all the latest trend, mainly because Humphries connected with Sunday afternoon and then
over the country, giving Dufner he's not winning them at the rate' Walter Powell on a 64-yard return to the practice field
some celebrity. Now he's known he once was.
pass down the right sideline.
Monday morning at 9 a.m.
From Page 9A
draw over two-thirds of the way
into the second frame. However,
in the I I th minute of the period,
junior Julie Mooney fired a shot
that rebounded off the glass,
grabbed her own rebound, then
buried in the back of the net to
give the Gold team a 1-0 lead.
In the third period, the Gold
team extended its lead in the
fourth minute when sophomore
Racheal Foxley scored off of a
great cross from junior Pavlina
Nepokojova to give her team a 20 lead. However,just one minute
later,freshman Lauren Frazier set
up a great piece of defending that
allowed senior Shauna Wicker to
score for the Blue team, cutting
her sides deficit in half at 2-1.
The Blue team almost tied the
match a minute after that when
junior Sonja Murphy had the
Gold team goalkeeper, Kylie
Lawrence, beat. However, the
ball went just wide, ricocheting
off the area surrounding the goal.
With just minutes to go.in the
contest, Gold sophomore Alexa
Hosey pulled the Blue team
goalie, Savannah Habemian. out
of the goal area and battled for
control of the ball in the corner of
the field. Then, when the ball
popped loose senior Tasha Merritt
was waiting on it and buried it in
the empty net from almost 20yards back to cap the scoring at 3-

•PGA...

▪ NASCAR...
From Page 9A
under yellow, losing his spot to
Busch at the front.
"That was a game-changer
right there." said Busch, who
won from the pole in 2008 at The
Glen.
Busch held on through a
series of cautions over the final
28 laps. Ambrose, who restarted
12th,crashed late trying to make
a run with an ill-handling car and
finished 23rd. He entered the
race with an average finish of
second in five previous starts at
Watkins Glen and also had won
all three Nationwide races he'd
entered at the storied road course
in upstate New York.
"That's just the way it goes,"
Ambrose said. "We put on a
strong showing. It wasn't our
day, but we've had plenty of
good days here."
The field didn't have to worry
about five-time Watkins Glen
winner Tony Stewart. The man
known as Smoke is out indefinitely after breaking two bones
in his right leg last Monday night
in a sprint car race in Iowa.
Stewart. who has undergone two
surgeries, saw his streak of 521
consecutive Cup starts come to

Nit Ki

a•

an end. Max Papis drove
Stewart's No. 14 Chevrolet on
Sunday and finished 15th.
Several drivers had stickers
on their cars honoring Stewart
with the message: "Get Well
Smoke 14."
Martin Trues Jr. was third,
followed by Carl Edwards and
Juan Pablo Montoya. Clint
Bowyer, Joey Logano, Ample
Johnson, Kurt Busch and AJ
Allmendinger rounded out the
top 10.
Jeff Gordon entered the race
with momentum in ninth place in
the points standings after a second last week at Pocono, but his
day was ruined early with a
wreck on lap 15. The four-time
Watkins Glen winner finished
36th and dropped to 13th in the
standings with four races to go
until the Chase for the Sprint
Cup title starts.
The top 10 drivers in points
and the drivers from llth to 20th
with the most wins earn wildcard berths for the 10-race postseason. Kurt Busch moved into
11th place, just two points
behind Trues and only four
behind ninth-place Greg Biffle.
Ambrose was unchallenged

for the lead through the first half
of the race, building a margin of
nearly 3 seconds over Kyle
Busch, who started fifth and was
up to second by lap 21.
Busch had been unable to
close on Ambrose before a red
flag flew midway through the
race and was focused on the No.
9 Richard Petty Motorsports
Ford in front.
"They're better." Busch said
of Ambrose. "I'm trying to figure
out where I'm getting beat. He's
been driving away."
On the ensuing restart on lap
43, Ambrose again sailed clear
of the field, building a cushion of
35 seconds over Busch as the
final pit stops loomed.
The complexion of khe race
changed when Aric Almirola
blew a right front tire and slid off
course into a tire barrier, bringing out that fateful caution.
When the race restarted.
Busch was in front with
Keselowski third and Ambrose
12th, and the car that had dominated the race out front became
just ordinary in traffic, unable to
move forward. Nine laps after
the restart and struggling
Ambrose had picked up only one

lows

." t

-
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61% of Kentuckians say, of all media,
newspapers are their primary source for advertising information.
13% mentioned another medium as their primary source.
That's a 4 1/2-to-1 advantage for newspapers.
It it were a basketball game,you'd be leaving at half-time.
Kmarch,

II Golf...
The Tigers and Lady Tigers
From Page 9A
McDowell and Alyssa Brunston face off against Matfield and
Caldwell County today at
paced the Lady Tigers at 89.
Hannah Williams shot a 90. Mayfield Country Club before
Beth Graham shot a 92 and taking on crosstown rival
Graces Campbell rounded out Calloway County Tuesday at the
the scoring at 96.
Oaks Country Club.

DAILY
SPECIALS
Not valtd with any other offer

MON

490 Buffalo Wings ALL DAY LONG

TUES.

10" One Topping Pizza
$4.99 until 5:00 • 85.99 after 5:00

WED

490 Boneless Wings ALL DAY LONG
Burger & Fries
34.99 until 5:00 • 85.99 after 5:00

TRIMS

Chicken Tender Basket
84.99 until 5:00 • $5.99 after 5:00

FRI.& SAT. Fish 'N Chips $9.99
8 oz. Sirloin Steak 812.99
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SHOPPES OF MURRAY
(270) 762-0022 • www.nicksmurray.com

DIABETIC SHOE CENTER
Do you qualify for Diabetic Footwear Benefits?
If you have Medicare Part B & Supplemental Insurance
you maybe eligible for

Diabetic Shoes at little or no cost to you!

Kristy Tabers
CFts

Call for Information 270-753-8055

STONE-LANG CO.
MEDICAL PRODUCTS CENTER

210 South 12th Street• Murray,KY
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Check out our NEW MENU!
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on to end the sixth after the Cubs
had tied it at 4 on RBI singles by
Castro and Darwin Barney off
Seth Maness.
Barney.like Kozma an eighthplace hitter, had two RBI singles.
He's batting .215 overall but has a
.317 average against St. Louis
with two homers and 10 RBIs.
"He battles up there and its
hard to strike him out and he's
going to give you an at-bat all the
time," Cubs manager Dale
Sveum said. "He's a little battler."
Tony Cruz doubled with two
outs in the sixth off Blake Parker
(1-2) and scored easily on
Kozma's single. Parker was the
winner Saturday with an inning
of relief.
-Jay added a sacrifice fly in the
seventh off Hector Rondon and
the Cardinals got RBIs from
Carpenter and Craig in the eighth
off Michael Bowden.
The Cardinals combined two
singles, a walk, a steal and a sacrifice fly off Edwin Jackson in a.
three-run first. Matt Holliday had
one of the RBIs plus a steal off
Jackson's slow move to the plate,
before Jackson finally retaliated
by picking off Jay.
Holliday handed the Cubs an
unearned run in the third when he
camped under Junior Lake's twoout high fly to medium left but
then whiffed on the catch and
DeJesus scored from first.
The Cubs settled for their first
series win in St. Louis since a
three-game sweep Sept. 13-15,
2010. They'd been 0-6-I the previous seven series, and were trying for a three-game sweep.

We offer
multiple lines
of professionally
fitted
diabetic shoes.
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spot and trailed Busch by nearly
10 seconds.
Truex managed to pass Busch
on lap 65,but Busch banged past
him in the Inner Loop seconds
later and Keselowski followed
into second. Keselowski stayed
close for a while, but Busch
began to pull away just as he had
a year ago when oil spoiled his
day.
"It was a really. really stick)
situation last year, and it wasn't
all Brad's fault," Busch said
"There was oil on the race track.
but Brad's the one that spun us
out. It eventually cost us being
able to make the Chase. I figured
maybe he could do some of the
same again, but he kept it clean
today."

From Page 9A
a four-game losing streak and
avoided a sweep on Sunday.
"All the time it's about consistency," Mujica said. "Sometimes
days off are pretty good for pitchers. For my arm. Everybody
knows we're going to be out of
this rough time."
Pete Kozma singled home the
tiebreaking run in the sixth. Man
Carpenter and Allen Craig each
had three hits and drove in a run.
Jon Jay and David Freese both
drove in two runs, though they
only had one hit between them.
"That was a great at-bat by
Pete,and couldn't have come at a
better time," manager Mike
Matheny said. "I thought the guys
did a real good job of situational
hitting, getting the runs in when
they had money on the table."
Mujica earned his 31st save in
33 chances and first since July 25
against the Milks. overcoming
Starlin Castro's leadoff double in
the eighth with just a one-run
cushion. Then he retired the final
five in a row in an outing that
matched his longest of the year.
The right-hander had been
anticipating that after setup man
Trevor Rosenthal threw 33 pitches and gave up the tying and goahead runs in two-thirds of an
inning in a 6-5 loss.
"We had that in mind, didn't
necessarily commit to that,"
Matheny said. "We knew that
would be an option to go for
'Chief for two."
Randy Choate (2-1) faced one
batter, getting leadoff man David
DeJesus to pop out with two men

"Since 1876 - A Name You Can Trust"
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